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INTRODUCT ION
A study of the works of an author whose production
is as extensive as that of Thomas Hardy lends itself
favorably to an overview of the various techniques and
similar patterns which comprise the artist’s work. More
over, it is interesting to note how certain trends develop
from novel to novel. To some extent, assuredly, one may
trace the author’s growth in his methods of plot develop
ment and characterization.
The novels which I have selected from this brief
study will exclude the earlier ones before the 1874
publication of Far from the Madding Crowd. It will also
exclude the intervening minor novels appearing between
1874 and the publication of Jude the Obscure in 1895.
Admittedly this is a flaw which will in some cases inter
fere with the tracing of sequential characteristics and
plot development from novel to novel. On the other hand,
I have sought to include those novels which most critics
agree represent the author at the height of his talent.
Many comprehensive studies of Hardy’s progress from
the early melodramatic novels to the great literary pro
ductions that culminated his prose writing career have
been made. Between these early novels and Tess of the
D’tJrbervilles and Jude the Obscure there are other novels
iii
which stand out in Victorian prose achievement, such as
The Return of the Native, recognized foremost for its
highly unified plot and The_Mayor Of Casterbrid~eL perhaps
Hardy’s most singular study of the character of one man.
The other two novels, The Woodlanders and Far from the
Madding Crowd, are not so strikingly significant as the
other four, but they are examples of unrivaled bucolic
beauty in which the author interweaves the natural environ—
mont with the people and their problems. This treatment of
an imaginary Wessex, whose landscape Carpenter says is a
“vital and indispensable ingredient” in Hardy’s novels,
acclaims Hardy as a master portrayer of nature, even if
nature in his novels is not always in accord with man and
his wishes.
Although our task here will not be to examine Hardy’s
pessimism, it is difficult to consider his art either from
a social or structural standpoint without bringing to issue
those influences that so classified him as pessimist,
particularly, since we shall endeavor to discuss well—known
Hardyan techniques embracing Fate, Chance and Coincidence.
Harvey Curtis Webster, in his book OnaDarklin~ Plain,
notes some of the main influences which affected such a
decided change in the author’s belief in Christianity.
Mr. Webster attributes the period of Hardy’s introduction
to Darwin’s Origin of Species and to the collected Es~s
and Reviews as one of the most formative periods in the
author’s life. He concedes little or no significance to
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Arthur Schopenhauer as an influence, although many writers
saw a definite link between the pessimism of the German
philosopher and that of Hardy.
Says Webst~r: “It is not only that Essa~ and Reviews
and The Ori~inof Species were the most notorious and influ
ential books of the early sixties; it is also true that
Hardy stated definitely that these books were of particular
importance to him in his young manhood. When we examine
these books carefully, it becomes evident that they could
have destroyed his faith and forced him into the first
formulation of his “pessimistic11 philosophy even if they
had not been supplemented by other rationalistic literature.”1
Another possible influence listed by Webster is that
of Hardy’s association with the brilliant writer Horace
1~~osley Moule, who reportedly committed suicide. Moule,
being of a melancholic nature, could have had a develop
mental influence on the young Hardy, but a more plausible
aspect of Moule’s influence is that it was very probably
Moule who introduced Hardy to Darwin’s Ori~inof~cies
and other non-conventional thought of the day.
Aside from the intellectual influence, there is the
well—known story of Hardy as a boy being greatly affected
by the death of a village boy who had starved to death and
whose stomach revealed only contents of raw turnips. Also,
as a small boy he witnessed a hanging, leaving an impression
long after the passing of the event itself. Hardy was
1Harvey Curtis Webster, OnaDarklingPlai~ p. 38.
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sensitive to human suffering. Which, if indeed any of these,
had a direct bearing on the author’s change of faith is hard
to say.
There is no doubt that his last two novels, Tess of the
D’Urbervilles and Jude the Obscure, obtained for Hardy more
criticism than any of his foregoing works. However, contrary
to popular belief which claimed that Hardy’s long career as
prose.writer terminated as a result of the abusive reception
of Jude the Obscure, we are reminded that with this novel
Hardy had reached the zenith of his prose career. Perhaps in
his avowal never to write prose again, even Hardy failed to
realize that he could not surpass the greatness of Jude the
Obscure. Perhaps it is seldom that an author is able to
apportion his career into such a neat pattern as did Hardy.
“Consequently,” says Carpenter, “it is an error to think that
he turned to poetry in disgust with the reception of his last
novels. He was disgusted enough, to be sure, but poetry to
him was altogether a more noble form of endeavor to which he
gladly returned after some twenty—five years of fiction.”2
2Richard C. Carpenter, Thomas Hardy, p. 152.
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CHAPTER I
FATE AND CHANCE IN THE MAYOR OF CASTERBRIDGE
The Mayor of Casterbridge was first published complete
in two volumes in May, 1886. Coming after the successful
Return of the Native, some critics viewed The Mayor as a
letdown. The Saturday Review of May 29, 1886, received it
as follows:
Nevertheless, The Mayor of Casterbridge is a dis
appointment. The story which is very slight and
singularly devoid of interest, is at the same
time, too improbable. It is fiction stranger
than truth; for even at the comparatively distant
date——some fifty years ago——and in the remote
region which we are unable to localize——when and
where the scenes.are laid, it is impossible to
believe that the public sale by a husband of his
wife and child to a sailor, in a crowded booth
at a village fair, could have attracted such
slight attention from the many onlookers that
the newly assorted couple should have been able
to walk of f and disappear so entirely within a
few hours, and that the vendor on coming to his
senses the following morning, repenting him of
the evil, and perhaps thinking that five guineas
was too small a price for a good—looking woman,
was unable to trace them, though he appears to
have attempted the task in earnest.1
Yet in spite of the many flaws that are frequently
acknowledged in the plot of The Mayor, one of which is that
it abounds in improbabilities, most critics concede that
Henchard is Hardy’s masterpiece of characterization. There
1John Holmstrom and Laurence Lerner, eds. Thomas
Hardy and His Readers: A Selection of Contemporary Reviews
(New York: Barnes and Noble, 1968), p. 49.
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are some critics who have gone so far in their appraisal of
Michael Henchard as a tragic figure as to link him with
such archetypal figures as Lear and Oedipus. Among these
is the notable biographer Carl Weber, who contends that
“The Mayor of Casterbridge may be rightly described as
owing its origin to both Biblical and classical influence.
It also has traces of Samson Agonistes, Aeschylus, and King
Lear.~2 On the other hand, George Wing feels that “To
compare henchard with Lear does an injustice to both. The
thought started presumably, because the tragic flaw (those
elastic technicalities!) is similar: that we witness the
downfall of a crusty old man whom few love. But having
said those elemental things, I cannot see any essential
comparison at all . . . . My point is that the theme is
so archetypal that it is omnitypal.”3 This argument will
rest primarily upon the latter view, not denying of course,
that fate plays an important role in the plot, but rather
to point out that Henchard, unlike the archetypal hero, is
actively engaged in his tragedy. In The Mayor of Caster—
bridge all succeeding tragedies in the life of Michael
Henchard emanate from his initial sin, the selling of his
wife. Here fate is not disguised, as in the case of Oedipus’
doom--to slayhis father and to marry his mother. All
further recurrences such as the unexpected appearances
2Carl Jefferson Weber, Hardy of Wessex (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1940), p. 102.
3George Wing, Hardy (New York: Barnes and Noble,
1966), p. 64.
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of the Furmity Woman and Newson are retributory to this
initial act. It is the timing of these events, rather than
the events themselves, which gives The Mayor of Caster-
bridge its fatalistic impact. The matter of the wife-
selling, a thing not entirely unheard of in Hardy’s time,
had evidently been broached at previous tircies by young
Michael Henchard. Having taken from the Furmity Woman her
liquorish brew, he is inspired flagrantly to auction off
his meek wife, who apparently has been a burden to him.
The mysterious buyer, the sailor Newson, from the little we
learn of him, proves to be a good father and husband to his
new family. Following Henchard’s weeks of futile search
ing for his wife and daughter, Hardy covers a lapse of eigh
teen years, during which time we see nothing of our hero or
his wife and child. During this period, Hardy has not only
elevated his hero to the prominent position of Mayor of
Casterbridge, but has also skillfully expanded and compli
cated his plot by the addition of Lucetta, a beautiful
coquette not far removed from the personality of Felice
Charmond of The Woodlanders. Like all Hardyan creations of
her sort, she is vain, a usurper of love, but not inherently
evil. A former affair between her and Henchard in Jersey
has given Henchard first right to her as husband and also
a respectable avenue towards the restitution of her virtue
through marriage. However, their plan is obstructed by the
reappearance of Susan and the simultaneous introduction of
the young Scotsman, Donald Farfrae, into the plot.
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The contrivance of introducing the plot with a
singular incident without further elaboration, and then con
tinuing the story after eighteen years, has a dramatic
effect. In the first place, we are able to see our hero
mature and at the same time retain those initial qualities
which he first exhibited at the Weydon-Priors fair. John
Paterson says of this device:
Clearly calculated to startle the imagination,
to appeal to the imagination, to appeal to its
sense for the grand and heroic in human experi
ence, Henchard’s act of violence bears the same
relation to the novel as the betrayal of Cordelia
and the murder of Laius to Lear and Oedipus. .
That such is indeed its significance is under
lined by its dramatic isolation in the structure
of the novel, by the fact that twenty years inter
vene between the shocking event that commands the
attention of the first two chapters and the events
of the chapter that follow.~4
The second phase of the novel opens with the re-entry
of Susan and Elizabeth-Jane. Upon. the supposed death of the
sailor Newson at sea, Susan is determined to find Henchard,
whom the girl believes to be a distant relative, as Susan
has not revealed his true relationship. Oddly enough, they
are directed to Casterbridge by the Old Furmity Woman, who is
cajoled by Susan into remembering the incident of eighteen
years ago. The old woman is now reduced by poverty and time,
as her dirty apron and thinned furmity testify. Her memory,
nevertheless, is excellent, for as Susan and her daughter
enter Casterbridge they discover Henóhard presiding over a
4John Paterson, ~The Mayor of Casterbridge as Tragedy~,
in Hardy: A Collection of Critical Essays ed. by Albert J.
Guerard (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
1963), pp. 92—93.
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banquet. It is also important at this point to note the
atmosphere of social unrest upon which the second phase of
the novel opens, as it not only forecasts the decline of the
Mayor’s power, but also brings into focus the feelings of
discontent held by some minor personages, who nevertheless
will figure prominently in the decline and ultimate downfall
of the Mayor. Hardy has painted a sharp contrast between
the town’s nobility, as they enjoy a sumptuous dinner, and
the poverty of those who “bain’t invited” but must content
themselves with gazing on through the open shutters left
open on’ their account. Again, this setting is instrumental,
in that it provides for the introduction of Farfrae, the
young Scotsman, who is to become Henchard’s employee, his
friend, and later his rival.
Part of the discontent among the Casterbridge citizenry
arises from a misfortune to the wheat crop that has made the
“dough run all over the ovens like quicksilver, so that the
loaves be as flat as toads, and like suet pudden inside.”5
Although Henchard issues a verbal advertisement in answer to
an angry citizen who complains about the bread, there is
insufficient concern in his proposal: “If anybody will tell
me how to turn grown wheat into wholesome wheat, I’ll take
it back with pleasure. But it can’t be done.t~6 Paterson
feels that these words echo, to some extent, the whole theme
5momas Hardy, The Mayor of Casterbridge with an Intro—
duction by Albert J. Guerard (New York: Washington Square
Press, Inc., 1956), p. 29.
6lbjd. p. 36.
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of the novel, dramatically inclusive of the Mayor’s initial
crime, the selling of his wife. Try as he will to redeem
himself, its consequence in varied forms sporadically comes
back to haunt him. ~‘Henchard thus defines in allegorical
terms the conditions of his crime and punishment.’~7
Coinciding with the return of Susan and Elizabeth-
Jane, as previously mentioned, is the arrival of Farfrae,
who by some unknown scheme restores the ruined wheat so
th.at it is nearly as good as new. He is persuaded by the
Mayor to abandon his plans of going to America and to stay
in Casterbridge as manager of the Mayor’s crops.
Because Henchard feels that remarriage to Susan is
the only way to atone for his former sin, he dutifully
chooses her over Lucetta and tries to appease the other
with money. Susan’s motive for finding Henchard is satis
fied in providing a home for her daughter. As Henchard is
kind to the girl, Susan feels her mission partly accomplished
before her death. Her other desire was to have seen Eliza
beth-Jane happily married to the young Scotsman, which indeed
seems the logical reason for introducing Farfrae at this time.
But typical of Hardy’s love for love e~a .lemari~., Elizabeth
Jane must wait her turn, like so many other patient beings in
his novels.
Strangely enough, Henchard’s first quarrel with Farfrae
begins with a disagreement over what started out as a minor
7John Paterson, ‘~The Mayor of Casterbridge as Tragedy,”
Victorian Studies III (December, 1959), 151-172.
I I~
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incident. Abel Whittle, a rather duliwitted but kindly and
lovable character who has his counterpart in Christian Cantle
of The Native but appears here more vividly and poignantly
portrayed owing to his blind devotion to Henchard, has the
incurable habit of over-sleeping. Henchard is determined to
cure him by forcing Whittle to go to town without his breeches.
Farfrae witnesses the half—dressed Whittle and commands him
to return to the cottage and dress himself properly. Henchard,
who is by no means accustomed to having his word opposed, is
highly irritated with Farfrae for having compromised him in
public. This inflexibility in part constitutes the tragic
nature of Henchard. Smoldering tensions between the men
ignite when both contrive a close—of--harvest celebration, to
be held outdoors. Actually it is Farfrae who plans the
occasion, and lIenchard, not to be outdone by his rival, like
wise plans an affair, but one which promises to be bigger
and better than Farfrae’s. As it turns out, however, the day
of the celebrations dawns cloudy and threatening rain. Far—
frae, who has made a roof—like enclosure for his affair, is
able to proceed successfully, while the Mayor’s celebration
is totally destroyed by rain. So outraged is Henchard that
he impulsively dismisses Farfrae and forbids Elizabeth-Jane
to see him again.
That Henchard creates his own problems is seen in
these erratic actions. If he, like the archetypal tragic
hero has a flaw, it is a steadfast passion to fling himself
violently in the path of destruction. His quarrel with
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Farfrae stems from his myopic, self-centered view of life.
Beginning with The Native, Hardy began creating this pattern
of the protagonist who must battle against invincible odds
in life. In The Native we have seen Egdon Heath exerting
itself as an invincible enemy. It represents a symbolic as
well as physical entrapment for Eustacia. But an important
distinction between this novel and The Mayor of Casterbridge
is that Henchard’s fate is not lodged so much in nature or
his environment as in Henchard himself. Although he has that
unquenchable thirst for life which we have seen in Eustacia,
his is not to be consumed by love. Coupled with his uncon—
scious tendency toward self—destruction is a quest for power.
He has a psychopathic fear of being outdone by those who
mean him the least harm. Like his fellow passionate men and
women of the other novels-—Jude, Sue, Eustacia and maybe even
Tess--~his elements are so mixed~’ that the very hypersensi
tivity of his make-up cannot be compensated for by his small
world.
~Fifty years before Karl Menninger’s Man Against
Himself,” says Guerard, “Hardy recognized (as Shakespeare
did three centuries before him) that the guilty not merely
flagellate themselves but thrust themselves in the way of
bad luck; create what appears to be unlucky accidents.”8
If such is true, Henchard truly has a way of putting him
self in the way of bad luck. One of these incidents involves
8Albert J. Guerard, from Introduction to The Mayor
of Casterbridge (New York: Washington Square Press, Inc.,
1956), p. ix.
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his discovery of the fact that Elizabeth-Jane IS not his own
daughter, but the daughter of Susan and Newson. On her
deathbed Susan had written a letter to Henchard explaining to
him that his daughter Elizabeth-Jane, who had disappeared
with her at the Weydon-Priors fair, had died soon after their
departure and that the girl who he thought to be his daughter
had been fathered by Newson. The letter, however, which was
carefully sealed and locked up, was not to be opened, as
Susan indicated, until Elizabeth-Jane was married. It is
Henchard’s curiosity that spurs him to open the letter and
learn the secret while the girl is still in his charge and,
furthermore, immediately following his decision to have her
name officially changed to his. His abrupt change of atti
tude toward the girl drives her away from him to Lucetta,
who has now become an heiress and established herself in
Casterbridge. Indirectly this causes him to lose the oppor
tunity of winning the hand of Lucetta, since his animosity
toward Elizabeth--Jane prevents him from visiting the house
of which she is now an occupant. This is structurally sig
nificant, in that Henchard by refusing to see Lucetta gives
Farfrae the opportunity to fall in love with her.
Perhaps the closest example of character as fate in
The Mayor of Casterbridge is the appearance of the Old Fur
mity Woman, wIio by this time has also moved to Casterbridge.
To retract the plot momentarily, Henchard at this time has
wrested from Lucetta a promise of marriage, although she is
in love with Farfrae. During their affair in Jersey, Lucetta
had written several love letters to Henchard containing
II
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intimate messages which, if revealed, would no doubt be
damaging to her moral reputation. Henchard has threatened
to do no less than expose these letters. However, just as
he is about to force Lucetta into this undesired marriage,
he is asked to serve as magistrate in the same court where
the Old Furmity Woman is being charged for disturbing the
peace. Recognizing Henchard as the man who had sold his
wife in her tent some twenty years ago, she exposes him
publicly. Lucetta, upon learning of Henchard~s past cruelty,
cannot go through with the wedding, and thus Henchard loses
her to his rival.
From this point on the Mayor’s downfall is powerfully
geared, for shortly thereafter he is driven into bankruptcy
and not only loses his house and property but title as well.
He is exactly where he began, and hires himself out as a day
laborer to Farfrae, who is now living in Henchard’s house.
That he is spared a complete disaster is owing to Elizabeth-
Jane, who kindly comes to his rescue in spite of the cruelty
to which he has subjected her upon learning the facts of her
parentage. Howe speaks of the concentration of Henchard’s
problems as follows:
There is no necessary or sufficiently coercive
reason why the consequences of a personal sin
should coincide in time and impact with the cli
max of a socio-economic failure. Several things,
to be sure are working for Hardy which enable
him to paper over the difficulty: first, that
behind the two strands of action——Henchard’s
personal story and his social struggle--there
operate the same turbulent elements of his charac
ter, so that we may thereby be induced to accept
a similarity of effects; second, that we are
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emotionally persuaded to acquiesce in the notion
that troubles run in packs, one kind precipita
ting another; and third, that by this point in
the book Hardy is so involved in overplotting
that the relentless accumulation of intrigue
distracts us from the weakness of this major
turning point in the plot.9
Hardy recognized the damaging effects that alcohol
can have on a man, especially when he is at a low peak in
life. This weakness he applied to two of his leading males,
Jude and Henchard. Having endowed Henchard with a stoical
resoluteness which has made him refrain from using alcohol for
over twenty years, Hardy saw that this period of endurance
would have to end at a time when it could add to his hero’s
downfall. No better time would be than one at which Henchard
had lost in love, business and social contact in general.
Matters which have already advanced to a degree of tensity
between Farfrae and Henchard. are brought to a climax on the
day when a Royal Personage pays a visit to Casterbridge. Now
that Farfrae is the newly-elected mayor, it is his duty to
welcome the Guest. But fate would have it otherwise, for Hen-
chard, having resumed his drinking, has decided that the
honor shall be none other than his. As he pushes himself
ahead of the Guest, waving a flag, Farfrae is disturbed that
ilenchard has “insulted royalty,” and has no choice but to push
him aside. Needless to say, Henchard is now beside himself
with anger and plans to avenge himself in a hayloft, where he
is determined to prove himself the better man in a wrestling
9lrving Howe, Thomas Hardy (New York: The Macmillan
Co., 1968), p. 99.
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match. Not wanting to take unfair advantage of Farfrae, he
ties one of his arms to his side, since Farfrae is the
smaller man. Then, waiting for his opponent to show up,
Henchard makes preparations. At no other place in the novel
does Hardy show the two sides. of Henchard’s personality more
vividly than in this passage. Bitterly dejected at having
been replaced in love, business and title by the young Scots
man, who was once his employee and friend, and even more
recently insulted a few hours earlier by Farfra&s shoving
him aside as he attempted to greet the Royal Visitor, Hen-
chard has bottled up enough anger to annihilate his rival.
“Now,” said Henchard between his gasps,
“this is the end of what you began this morning.
Your life is in my hands.”
“Then take it, take it!” said Farfrae.
“Ye’ve wished to long enough!”
Henchard looked down upon him in silence,
and their eyes met. “0 Farfrae!—-that’s not
true!” he said bitterly. “God is my witness that
no man ever loved another as I did thee at one
time. . . . And now--though I came to kill ‘ee,
I cannot hurt thee! Go and give rae in charge--do
what you will--I care nothing for what come of
me! 1110
On another occasion Henchard has demonstrated, to
some degree, this same inability to avenge himself. Follow
ing the marriage of Lucetta and Farfrae, Henchard has kept
Lucetta under terrible torture by refusing to relinquish
to her the pack of love letters which she fears will come
into her husband’s hands. One day, in a drunken state, Hen
chard reads to. Farfrae one of these letters, omitting only
10Thomas Hardy, The Mayor of Casterbridge, p. 27.
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the signature. Finally, touched by pity, he dispatches the
whole pack of letters by Joshua Jopp, a conniving old gossip,
who allows them to be read in public. Out of this revela
tion grows the plans for the Skinimington Ride, an old Caster-
bridge custom designed to expose infidelity on the part of
a husband or wife.
Although the Skirnmington Ride takes place on the same
day as the fight in the hayloft, its plan has originated
weeks earlier when Jopp exposed the letters written by Lucetta
to ~Ienchard. The setting of tIüs hideous sport is dramatic
ally laid in Mixen Lane. Hardy’s portrayal of the urban poor
is here unsurpassed, with the possible exception of Dickens’
treatment of the London slums. The slurLi refuge of Mixen
Lane is inhabited by those who have been driven to a wretched
existence here. Moreover, their saddened urban condition
has bred in them that hatred and vengeance which they have
incorporated in this grim sort’ Of humor. They are those
who feel dejected and mistreated. No wonder that Peter
Finger’s Inn, the “church of Mixen Lane,” should attract
such persons as Joshua Jopp, Nance Mockridge and the Old
Furmity Woman. But that their sport against Lucetta and
Henchard should be aided by a sovereign from Richard Newson,
returning to Casterbridge after twenty-one years is a marvel
ously-conceived coincidence.
The motive for Jopp’s vengeance stems from a chain of
events which have bred ill feelings on his part for Henchard.
The first of these unfortunate incidents occurred earlier in
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the story when Henchard, in Jopp’s ahsence, hired Farfrae for
a position that he had promised to Jopp. Jopp, being deeply
hurt and moved almost to the point of tears by this rash ac
tion on the part of Henchard, has harbored these ill feel
ings which are later augmented when Henchard, just as
suddenly fires Farfrae and hires Jopp. Jopp’s employment,
however, is short-lived, for Henchard, just as suddenly fires
him. The following lines show Jopp!s feelings that will
later climax in the dreadful vengeance precipitating the
Skinmuington Ride; t~You shall be sorry for this, sir; sorry
as a man can be!~ The final blow to Jopp’s already hurt
pride is dealt when he approaches Lucetta and asks her to
recommend him to her husband for a job. The intervention of
chance at this juncture is structurally significant, for it
catapults a whole series of potentially tragic possibili
ties, which could have been avoided had they not been so
conveniently arranged by chance. On the same morning that
Lucetta encounters Jopp, she has wrested from Henchard a
promise to return to her the love letters which she had
written to him during the Jersey affair, and with which
1-lenchard has so agonizedly tortured her during her recent
marriage to Farfrae. As she makes her way secretly back to
the house in the early morning dawn, she stumbles upon Jopp,
and gives him a short answer which he interprets as being
haughty. It is also by chance that Henchard (now dispossessed
of his own house and living in quarters with Jopp), should
upon returning from his early morning rendezvous with Lucetta,
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entrust Jopp to dispatch the letters to Lucetta. Now
the stage is dramatically set for Jopp’s vengeance against
both Henchard and Lucetta.
For Lucetta, who is now expecting a child, the effigies
being paraded down the street prove to be too much to endure.
During Farfrae’s absence she is taken dangerously ill, and
later that night she dies; Hardy never tells us whether she
has revealed to her husband her true relationship with Hen—
chard, the results of which have caused her so much grief.
For Henchard a brief period of happiness follows when
he recaptures the same relationship with his stepdaughter
that he had enjoyed earlier. But his “occasional episode
in a general drama of pain” is brought to a close by two
incidents: first, by, Elizabeth-Jane’s betrothal to Farfrae,
and secondly, the return of Richard Newson. Both of these
incidents are threats to Henchard’s new found happiness, in
that they both will sever his ties with his stepdaughter,
who is his lifehold. Henchard remains the sante impulsive
person, capable of rash actions, almost to the end of his
life. Not willing to acknowledge defeat even when it appears
almost inevitable, he tells Newson that his daughter is
buried in the churchyard with her mother. Not waiting to
face the consequences that he knows will come, he leaves
Casterbridge to resume his old occupation of haytrusser. His
return to Elizabeth-Jane’s wedding, at which time he bears the
caged goldfinch as a gift, is a final example of Henchard’s
powerful will to amend. Although Elizabeth-Jane’s refusal to
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admit him is highly understandable in the light of Hen—
chard’s betrayal, the scene is nevertheless pathetic.
I1ikewise his death, as revealed by. the faithful Whittle,
has the same effect, although Henchard in his will desires
to be buried like a beast and mourned by none. His will
echoes those primitive, beast—like qualities of survival
that had so well characterized him in life.
Of Henchard Lascelles Abercrombie says:
He is probably, the greatest instance of masculine
characterization in Hardy’s fiction; Jude’s
history may be more significant, but Jude is
conceived in a narrower mould than Henchard.11
Jude is faced with problems of a far greater social impact
than is Henchard. Jude’s weakness, which he acknowledges
to be women and alcohol, are part of the massive suffering
he endures, as juxtaposed to the social barriers which
exclude him from the Ohristminster world. Henchard, on
the other hand, is plagued by his inability to reconcile
his own inner emotions with those of his surrounding, His
aspirations, motives and executions are less refined than
are those of Jude, who, in his most extreme suffering, is
willing to accept his troubles in the framework of a society
which has imposed the rules thereof. Although both men are
losers, it is the way in which each man attempts to surmount
his obstacles that renders Henchard the more enduring. With
the possible exception of Alec D’Urberville, Henchard out
weighs all of the minor villains: Dr. Fitzpiers, Troy, and
11Lascelles Abercrornbie, Thomas Hardy: ACrii
Study (New York: Russell & Russell, 1964), p. 125.
I I,
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Wildeve. But we are less apt to classify him with these men
because of the very way in which he tries to atone for his
wrongs once he has impulsively done them. Moreover, we
admire him for his stalwart sense of independence and jus
tice, the latter of which does not always prevent him from
doing wrong, but always remains sufficiently dominant enough
to make him aware of his wrongdoing and in most cases to
repent.
In summarizing the question of fate in The Mayor, it
would seem that Hardy is here at his bitterest. Yet on the
contrary, we have attempted to-show how Henchard, though
driven by powerful emotions and massive obstacles, most
notably in the form of chance and coincidence, is primarily
the agent behind most of his troubles. Even he says, “My
punishment is not greater than I can bear.”12 Hardy’s
amelioration in The Mayor of Casterbridge is best captured
in the words of Webster:
Despite the fact that he appears to see the
Worst contingencies man can meet more clearly
than ever, he still insists upon the possibility
of amelioration. Recognizing the inevitable,
believing that “if Way to Better there be, it
exacts a full look at the Worst,” he still sees
that the future is not entirely hopeless, and
concerns himself with remediable ills. A strange
amalgam, perhaps, but effective.1-3
12Thomas Hardy, The Mayor of Casterbridge, p. 310.
l3harvey Curtis Webster, On a Darkling Plain (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, reprinted in 1964), p. 152.
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NATURE AS FATE IN THE RETURN OF THE NATIVE
In considering Hardy’s superior achievement in the
unification of theme, plot, action and time in The Return
of the Native, as compared with that of the earlier novels,
many critics have been brought to rank the novel as one of
the finest specimens of drama in English prose of the nine
teenth century. Not least important in this accomplishment
is Hardy’s portrayal of Egdon Heath. The first brief chapter
called “A Face on Which Time Makes But Little ImpressiOn”, is
devoted entirely to description of the Heath. Such a tech
nique is well-advised, for it provides the reader with a
suggestion that the Heath will assume an important, if not
primary role in the novel and that the characters themselves
are destined to be subjugated to the level of mere players
upon its enormous stage. Poetically, that subjugation is
also reflected in the timelessness of the Heath:
The sea changed, the fields changed, the rivers
the villages, and the people changed, yet Egdon
remained. . . . It was at present a place perfectly
accordant with man’s nature--neither ghastly, hate
ful, nor ugly: neither commonplace, unmeaning, nor
tamer but like man, slighted and enduring; and with
a singularly colossal and mysterious in its swarthy
monotony. As with some persons who have long lived
apart solitude seemed to look out of its countenance.
It had a lonely face, suggesting tragical possibili
ties 11
11Thomas Hardy, The Return of the Native (New York:
Washington Square Press, 1969), pp. 4—5. All future refer
ences to The Return of the Native will be taken from this
edition.
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In this nonetheless grim description of Egdon Heath, change
less and befriended by “wind and storm”, there is a general
impression of man’s insignificance and minuteness when
viewed against the immense grandeur of time and space.
Furthermore, there is the slightest hint of Darwinian
“selective survival” in the lines in which Hardy seems
symbolically to humanize the lonely impersonality and
absence of passion invaribly associated with the heath:
As with some persons who have lived apart,
solitude seemed to look out of its counten
ance. It had a lonely face, suggesting
tragical possibilities. 12
The Heath befriends those who conform to its timelessness,
but to those who rebel it can mean destruction. Running
through its darkness is a Schopenhauerian pessimism
reflected in these bleak phrases from “The World as Will
and Idea”:
Happiness is impossible, since where one
thought one was going to obtain it, one finds
nothing but unhappiness. The most one can
hope for is a Quietistic Redemption.13
The novelist’s predetermined and ominously foreshadowed
tragedy, which does indeed materialize in and dominate
The Return of the Native, is suggestive of Hardy’s grow
ing tendency towards the pessimistic attitude fostered
by the German philosopher.. In 1947, when Harvey Curtis
Webster’s On a Darkling Plain was first published, he
12Ibid. p. 4.
13lrwin Edman, ed. The Philosophy of Schopenhauer,
(New York: The Modern Library, 1956, “Introduction”),
p. xi.
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denied any affinity between Hardy’s philosophy and the
influence of Schopenhauer:
I can see no adequate reason for
supposing that the German philosopher did have
an important influence. Schopenhauer only
proves that Hardy, in common with most educated
men of his time, was familiar with the name
and its generally pessimistic significance.3-4
Later, however, after sixteen years, Webster acknowledges
that Hardy’s thought was indubitably influenced by Schopenhauer:
Rereading one’s own book after sixteen
years--especially a book one had lived with a
good deal of the time before its publication—-
is a chastening experience. One wonders, I
wonder, I regret that the style too often is
stiff. I am amazed at the didactic tone of
some of my dicta, particularly those about
Schopenhauer’s not having influenced Hardy
greatly and the way I put Chance, Circum
stance, Time, and Darwinism into constricting
slots. . . I wrote didactically about Schopen—
hauer when I did my dissertation, though few do
now. 15
The second chapter of Book One interrupts the author’s
description of Egdon Heath to introduce the first group of
players, including Diggory Venn, the reddle man who has
provided shelter and conveyance home to Thomasin Yeobright
in his van. A snatch of a conversation with an old man
whom Venn meets on the road, an attempt on the part of the
man to learn the identity of the passenger, and we are again
taken back to the Heath before discovering anything further
3-4Harvey Curtis Webster, On a Darkling Plain (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1947), p. 159.
~-5Harvey Curtis Webster, On a Darkling Plain, with a
new Preface by the author (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1964), pp. i—u.
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regarding these players. It is through the eyes of Venn
that we see the dwarfed figures in the distance gathering
bundles ot faggots for the bonfires marking November fifth,
Guy Pawkes’ Day. Discerning one of these figures to be a
woman, we obtain our first glimpse of Eustacia Vye.
Lascelles AbercrombiQ has listed as one of Hardy’s favorite
techniques the initiation of a novel with some minor inci
dent and a gradual working into the book’s primary action.
The slow curving of several lines of interest,
into such unity of climax as this,1gives a sense
of almost physical beauty of form.
Such is the simple opening of a novel that is to assume on
its way the elements of tragedy, an amazing contrast to the
dynamic opening of The Mayor of Casterbridge later, which
begins with a wife—sale. Close reading releals that it
compares appreciably to the beginning of The Woodlanders,
with its lengthy description and muted, almost tenuous, intro
duction of characters. Later in Book One we are informed
that Thomasin Yeobright, the cousin of that “Native” who
has not yet appeared, has been to Inglebury, where she was to
have married Damon Wildeve, the owner of a local tavern
who had once meant to be an engineer. Through a distinctly
dubious mistake in Wildeve’s marriage arrangements,
causing him first to secure the license with the intention
of being married in Budmouth only to settle on nearby
Anglebury, the ceremony has not taken place, much to the
humiliation of the girl, who must face an irate aunt, the
16Lascelles Abercrombiq, Thomas Hardy (New York:
Russell & Russell, 1912), pp. 39—40.
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mother of the “Native.” Her embarrassment in the whole
matter has led her to seek refuge in Venn’s van, so oppor
tunely emergent at the moment of her greatest misery. Venn
is himself in love with Thomasin and has proposed to her
much earlier. Thomasin’s aunt, Mrs. Yeobright, is a com
passionate and kindly, but stern and somewhat self righteous,
woraan of upper middle—class rank who from the beginning
has opposed her only niece’s union with Wildeve and has
publicly denounced the banns before the assembled parish.
Although Hardy never makes the assertion, there is per
fectly sufficient evidence in Mrs. Yeobright’s former
actions to indict Wildeve of intentional spite against
Mrs. Yeobright in the supposed confusion of the churches.
His consequent resentment, and his having had an affair
with Eustacia Vye, to whom he is still attracted, are far
sounder reasons than problems involving the marriage
license. Further substantiation for this theory is pro
vided when Wildeve later subjects Thomasin to a prolonged
and humiliating period of waiting before his eventual
wedding to her.
Book One is most appropriately entitled “The Three
Women”, for as the novel closes we have met the three
personalities ofvarying temperaments, two of whom, Mrs.
Yeobright and Eustacia, are always to be at odds because
each in her own way is passionately inclined. Irre
vocably, three significant elements of complication have
been presented——a jilted girl, an angry aunt, and a contest
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between two women for the attentions of a single injurious—
ly unstable man.
The chapter called “The Queen of the Night”
thoroughly confirms •the critical suggestion that Eustacia
is Hardy’s masterpiece of characterization in this novel.
Mingling .the dark secrets of the Heath with her nocturnal,
mysterious wanderings, she is q.ueen here as she is over
her grandfather’s house, as well as over the two men whose
lives she will ruin. Her role in the tragedy is a stra
tegic one, for it is she who sets Clym and his mother
disastrously at odds, in a conflict which results ul
timately in the death of Mrs. Yeobright. She is also
responsible for that pervasive arnciety in Thomasin’S life
which indirectly culminates in the death of Wildeve. A
fascinating alien on the Heath, little understood by any
and feared by the superstitious heath—dwellers for her
witch like beauty, she irresistibly weaves herself into
the lives of all the important characters and wields her
irrevocable power over them. Nonetheless, like Michael
Henchard, her successor, she must perforce bear the blame
for developments for which in fact she is not morally
responsible. Her tragic flaw, like his, evolves from
inner passions rather her hated exterior circumstances.
Webster comments:
Eustacia’s view of life was begot by her situa
tion on her nature. Partly because of the swift
change from the gay society of Budn~outh to the
Egdon region, more importantly because of her
innate tendency to seek the impossible, she is
always yearning for what she cannot have. .
Like so many Hardyan characters, she has
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unrealizable desires that she would realize.
Inevitably she discovers none of the things
she wants.17
Joseph Warren Beach attributes Hardy’s success in his plot—
design for the Native, noted by many others, to the author’s
dividing the novel into books, which, as he points out,
is always a significant indication of an author’s
interest in the logical massing of his material,
in the larger architectonics of his work. It is
very little used by novelists like Dickens; very
much used by novelists like George Eliot, Victor
Hugo, Henry James, and in our own time——Mr. Wal—
pole. It generally implies a bias for the “dra
matic”, in so far as it involves the grouping of
the subject—matter around certain characters or
great moments in the action.~-8
Whereas in The Mayor of Casterbridge the action will
be centered around one focal character, Michael Henchard, in
the Native the plot focuses on a group of people, the ones most
actively being Eustacia, Clyin, and Mrs. Yeobright. At the
same time, the plotting is decisively influenced by Venn,
who functions primarily as a catalyst. Mrs. Yeobright’s role
is comparable to that of Mr. Nelbury in The Woodlanders, while
Venn takes his place with Giles Winterborne and Gabriel Oak
as the archtypal figure of patient endurance who is nonethe
less lacking in some of their virtues. Like Puck and the
fairies in “A Midsummer Night’s Dream”, he weaves his way in
and out •of the Heath as a matchmaker and Good Samaritan. One
of his vices is to spy unscrupulously, although despite his
occasional blunders the reader forgives his maneuvers for the
17harvey Curtis Webster, On a Darkling Plain, p. 122.
18Joseph Warren Beach, The Technique of Thomas Hardy
(New York: Russ~e.ll & Russell, 1962), pp. 96—97.
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sake of his good intentions and actions. He arranges a
meeting with Eustacia, in a futile attempt to persuade her
to relinquish her hold on Wildeve, thus making the way clear
for the marriage of Damon to Thomasin. In view of her
niece’s embarrassing situation, Mrs. Yeobright has secretly
consulted with Wildeve and threatened him with the know
ledge that Thomasin has a new suitor, an ardent one who is
pressing her for an answer to his proposal. Although her
statements are not entirely false, in that Venn would readily
provide a bridegroom for Thomasin, they are not wholly
true, in that neither Thomasin nor Venn knows of her rash
actions of intervention. Furthermore, considering Mrs.
Yeobright’s bourgeois pride and conventional rectitude,
it is doubtful whether she would have seriously considered
such a union. Hence the chapter’s appropriate title, “The
Dishonesty of an Honest Woman.”
Book Two is called “The Arrival” in honor of Clym’s
return to Egdon Heath. Obviously, Hardy intends to
establish him thus early as the leading male character in
the drama. The first chapter, “Tidings of the Corner”,
further indicates Clym’s importance. Whether Clym lives
up to the expectations established by so evocative an
introduction is a matter of wide-varying critical opinion.
George Wing comments as follows:
There is a dramatic build—up to his introduction,
which is structurally delayed, and we anticipate
a man of heroic proportions. Also the clay of the
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character is refractory and it refuses to assume
a final triumphant form.19
That Hardy’s characterization of Clym does not reach the
height suggested is owing to the fact that the novelist has
created a heroine who dominates the entire action. Rarely
does Hardy create in one book two characters portrayed in
equal depth, as in Jude the Obscure. In that novel Sue
Bridehead assumes a distinct personality, but not at the
expense of obliterating Jude, who stands out as the main
protagonist, even while Arabella and Phillotson remain
memorable in their own right. The Mayor of Casterbridge
is perhaps Hardy’s most singular study in the character of
one man, and he like Eustacia, dominates his novel. While
the Native is generally agreed to be the most fully unified
of Hardy’s novels, his best examples of character—develop
ment are discoverable throughout the corpus of his production
in the novel.
In Book Three, “The Fascination”, the break between
Clym and Mrs. Yeobright becomes more and more inevitable,
first as he announces his intention not to return to Paris,
but instead to set up a school for the children of “the poor
ignorant, to teach them what nobody else will.” Later he
announces that he will marry Eustacia Vye, a plan which
proves to be the final conflict between him and his mother.
Mrs. Yeobright has scant respect and less liking for Eustacia,
describing her as “Lazy and dissatisfied.” When Clym leaves
~-9George Wing, Hardy (New York: Barnes & Noble, Inc.,
1966), p. 52.
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his mother’s home to go to his own, she vows that she will
not visit them, rejecting his final plea for reconciliation.
Soon afterwards Thomasin visits her aunt and confesses
herself in need of funds, which are not supplied by her hus
band, and which she refuses to request. Indirectly she also
reveals that her marriage has some flaws, despite her unwill
ingness to complain in detail. Mrs. Yeobright then decides
to dispatch Christian Cantle with a bag containing one hundred
golden guineas, fifty each for Clym and Thomasin, a gift from
her late husband. On the same day, Wildeve, learning from
Thomasin that Mrs. Yeobright has a package for his wife, has
come by to fetch it, but Mrs. Yeobright, being somewhat
skeptical of Wildeve, fails to entrust to him such a legacy.
As luck would have it, Christian meets a group of boister
ous friends who are going to a wedding raffle. Urged to
gamble, he wins the prize, a gown—piece. Continuing musingly
on his ways, he meets Wildeve, who has observed the whole
proceeding. Christian reveals to Wildeve that he is carrying
some money to Thomasin, and Wildeve is insulted to discover
that his aunt—in—law has not trusted him to deliver the money
but has entrusted it to this dim—witted lad. He entices
Christian into a dice—game, and Cantle gambles and loses not
only Thomasin’s fifty guineas but Clym’s as well. All would
have been lost but for the mysterious appearance of Venn,
who has again come back to the Heath. True to his espionage
methods, he has observed from a distance the game of dice
between Christian and Wildeve. He challenges Wildeve to a
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game, and they play first by the light of a lantern and after
its extinguishing by the breeze, by the light of thirteen
glow-worms, arranged circularly by Wildeve. In Hardy’s words,
“Fortune had unmistakenly fallen in love with the reddleman
tonight.” He wins all of the guineas from Wildeve, who is
too stunned by his misfortune to leave the spot for some time.
Seeking to put matters in proper order, Venn immediately
delivers the entire sum to Thomasin, who is coming for the
wedding of Clym and Eustacia; still ignorant that fifty of
the guineas belong to Clym, he retains his unrevealed suspi
cions of Wildeve as a husband. His well-meant gesture,
coupled with the marriage of Clym, which has already alien
ated him from his mother, guarantees further turmoil, this
time between Mrs. Yeobright and Eustacia.
As Joseph Warren Beach has stressed, the plot of the
Native is so constructed as to force its action almost into
a pattern of “cause and effect.” Each event leads directly
and inevitably to the other, with nothing left unattended to
or undeveloped. Book Four, “The Closed Door”, consists
almost wholly of carefully schematized revelation of past
events. It is here that the potentialities for tragedy begin
to converge inexorably. “The Reencounter by the Pool”, in
which Mrs. Yeobright meets Eustacia and questions her
regarding the legacy, is not only grounded in tragic chance
but constitutes a direct castigation of Eustacia’s morals,
to which Mrs. Yeobright alludes, to Eustacia’s passioi~ate
resentment, in insultingly explicit terms. On the fatal
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night of the game at dice, Christian had heard Wildeve say
to himself something to the effect that Clym’s share of the
guineas should properly go to Eustacia. However, Christian
is still ignorant of the fact that Venn has won the hundred
guineas from Wildeve and mistakenly given them all to
Thomasin. Eustacia is profoundly insulted by. Mrs. Yeobriyht’s
insinuations that she has taken money from her former lover.
Ironically, it is Eustacia’s misfortune that she is fre—
quently subjected to suspicions of infidelity, invariably
dependent upon circumstances, which have no basis in her
conduct. Such irony becomes tragic when the mere presence
of Wildeve in the cottage which she shares with Clym seems
to convict her of adultery at the most fateful moment of
her life.
The ensuing blow follows directly in Chapter II, “He
is set upon by Adversities but He Sings a Song.” In making
preparations for his new school, Clym has studied unrelent
ingly, and as a result he almost loses his sight. His plans
for the future rest now upon his recovery, and he fills the
time by taking up the lowly occupation furze—cutter.
Eustacia, who by this time begins to feel the fences clos
ing in on her, is more bitterly disappointed than ever.
Her dreams of travelling to Paris, which had attracted her
to the returned Clym to begin with, are now cruelly distorted.
Nor is she alone in her marital misfortunes, for a cloud is
gathering over Thomasin’s marriage. She is more than annoyed
by Wildeve’s frequent strayings over the Heath, and perhaps
I]
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equally poignantly by her knowledge of his past affair with
Eustacia. Her reasons for suspecting a renewal of his moody
passion for the “Queen of the Night” are well—founded, for
Wildeve has become restless in his commonplace marriage and
once more seeks the company of the girl who had attracted
him so compellingly before his marriage.
As chance would have it, Thomasin has solicited the
aid of Venn, who anxious to help her in any way, has laid
several dangerous man—traps which have not only discouraged
Wildeve’s nocturnal attempts to Eustacia but also made him
sufficiently bold to seek a glimpse of her by day. That
his attempts should prove fruitful on a hot August day,
the same on which Mrs. Yeobright had decided to make a
journey to her son’s home, is coincidental. having waited
for Clym to visit her, she has finally decided to make
the first move in bridging the estrangement between herself
and her son. She approaches the house, just behind Clym,
who has gone in for the regular noon—day nap during the most
extreme portion of the heat of the mid—summer day. He is
asleep on the floor when Wildeve also approaches and is
admitted by Eustacia. When Mrs. Yeobright knocks on the
door, Eustacia peers out the window and is immediately
terrified to discover the face of her mother—in—law. She
retreats to another room, and precisely as she decides to
admit Mrs. Yeobrig-ht she hears Clyni say “Mother” and hence
quietly ushers Wildeve into a rear passage and into the
garden beyond, thinking that Clym is entertaining his mother
in the front portion of the house. In no haste to re—enter
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the cottage, in view of her late encounter with Mrs. Yeo—
bright, •she dawdles in the garden. Then returning to the
front, she notices that Clym is still asleep and realizes
that he has muttered his mother’s name in his sleep.
Mrs. Yeobright believing that Clym has instructed
his wife not to admit her, retreats in utter dejection.
She meets little Johnny Nunsuch, to whom she confides
bits of her problems in her exhausted state, even as Har
dy forwards his climactic pattern of irony. For Olym has
resolutely chosen this day to visit his mother, but ar
rives too late, for as she lies down, almost overcome by
exhaustion and despair, she is bitten by a poisonous adder.
She is still alive when Clym finds her, and the gathering
of kind neighbors around her and Olyrn illustrates their
essential compassion and loyalty at this moment of crisis.
Clym’s patient consent to application of the adder’s fat,
fried to make a salve for his mother’s wound, is a further
example of his understanding of the Heath and its people
and their customs.. It provides proof that happiness is
best achieved in this region within the framework of a
blend of the scientific and the traditional, the key also
to his scheme for the education of the rustics of Egdon.
Unfortunately for Mrs. Yeobright, thei± ministrations are
to no avail, for the venom of the adder has penetrated too
far, and she dies. In the following weeks, as Hardy por
trays them, no words other than his can recreate the suffering
and guilt that Clym endures in those feverish hours pierced
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by his cries of self_incrimination. Although we sympathize
with Olym, we cannot help but feel the fear and suffering
which besiege Eustacia at this time. Moreover, her feelings
of imprisonment and injustice, which Mrs. Yeobright’s visit,
death and Olym’s illness have exacerbated, are almost unbear
able. A chance to speak to Wildeve presents itself one day
when Thomasin comes to see her cousin in his additionally
saddened condition. Confiding her many griefs to Wildeve,
Eustacia tells him:
I am so wretched. . • 0 Damon, . . • I can’t tell
you how unhappy I am! I can hardly bear this. I
can tell nobody of my trouble——nobody knows of it
but you.’°
Up to a certain point in the action, Wildeve’s conduct
has been of an intermediate type, vacillating between the
ordinary capriciousness of any man strongly attracted to a
beautiful woman and, on the other hand, Hardy’s arche—typal
villain of the class including Frank Troy, Dr, Fitzpiers,
and Alec D’Urberville. Most of what we know of him is fil
tered through the opinion of Mrs. Yeobright. The remainder
of his character we have seen through whispered clandestine
meetings with Eustacia on the Heath. The long period of
waiting which he inflicts upon Thomasin is the most decisive
wrong that he has done, but that fault is somewhat mitigated
b~ his previous association with Mrs. Yeobright. Now, as
he comes into possession of a large inheritance, he is favor
ed with a stroke of good fortune; small wonder that his
first thought is of emigration.
20Thomas Hardy, The Ret~_~~A~L!, p. 355.
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In Book Five, “The Discovery”, Clym learns the com
plete story of his mother’s death from little JQhnny Nunsuch.
Having learned earlier from Venn that his mother had quite
forgiven both him and Eustacia on the day of her tragic
visit, Clym is completely baffled as he tries to reconcile
this story with that which he now hears from the child, who
pictures Mrs. Yeobright at the height of dejection on that
same thirty—first of August. Spurred on by curiosity, Clym
pays another visit to Johnny and, as the boy is urged on
by his mother Susan, who not only has a èuperstitious sear
of Eustacia but had once stuck her with a needle in church,
he pieces together the entire appalling story, including
the shutting of the door. Clym’s instant reaction is to let
loose upon Eustacia all the suffering that he has endured,
pitched in a tone of bitter reviling. His passion is only
to be understood in terms of near—insanity brought on by
extreme grief and obsessive agony. Momentarily possessed
of a limited power to view the situation known to him in its
proper perspective, ølym is here a degree advanced beyond
Hardy’s creation of Angel Olare, a deluded being far more
obstinate in his ascetic morality, for Clyni at least accuses
his wife of objectively—documented and apparently obvious
sins. Eustacia now goes back to her grandfather’s home,
where, later that day, she contemplates suicide, but is
saved by Oharley, a farmhand of Mrs. ~eobright’s who notices
her intention and hides the guns safely out of her reach,
thwarting what many critics have felt to be her drive toward
death for the moment.
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The action, in the meantime, he advanced precisely to
that time, one year ago, when it began--the fifth and sixth
of November. Charley, who is boyishly in love with Eustacia,
builds a bonfire in an effort to please, and perhaps to
enliven, the despairing young wife. As such bonfires have
been formerly signals to Wildeve, he sees the flame and
thinks that it is Eustacia who has signaled to him. Now
that he is in a good position, he agrees to Eustacia’s
hesitant pleas, veiled in her uncertainty, to aid her in
escaping from the Heath. Whether he is to join her as a
lover is to be decided at the time of her departure for
Budmouth, where she is to take ship for foreign soil.
Clym is now living in the house of his mother; he is
already regretful both for the collapse of his marriage and
for his harshness with Eustacia, and wishes to regain her.
Thomasin urges him to write her a letter, and on November
sixth he does so, entreating her to return. Yet this is
also the day on which Wildeve and she are to keep their
appointment. She is restless, and wanders over the Heath
for the last time. In her aimless course she passes the
house of Susan Nunsuch, whose son Johnny is dangerously
ill and who, believing that Eustacia through some means of
witchcraft has had the power to induce his illness, and
steeped primitively in the local superstitions of the Heath,
makes a wax figure in the image of Eustacia and sticks it
everywhere with pins. This scene, like that of Henchard’s
visit to the weather prophet, illustrates Hardy’s familiarity
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with rural lore, custom and superstition, a part of Wessex
life not fully extinguished to this day in the regions around
Dorchester. At eight o’clock Eustacia waves a large ignited
torch over her head to signal to Wildeve that she intends to
keep her appointment with him. At thi.s moment, moreover,
Clym’s delayed messenger comes in with the reconciliatory
letter, but Captain Vye, thinking that the girl is asleep,
puts the letter aside until morning. Once more, this mis
fortune is predestined, for had Eustacia received Clym’s
letter in time, there exists a possibility that the yearning
tragedy of the night would have been averted despite her
previous longing for death. Later, after her grandfather
has retired, he notices a light in Eustacia’s room, and,
going to give her the letter, discovers that she has left.
She has wretchedly begun her wanderings convinced that
Wildeve has failed to meet her. Too late, she realizes that
without funds she cannot travel even a brief distance, much
less emigrate. Like Henchard, she feels that her life is
being destroyed by a power beyond her control.
How I have tried and tried to be a splendid
woman, and how destiny has been against me!
I do not deserve my lot. Oh the cruelty
of putting me in this ill-conceived world! I
was capable of much; but I have been injured
and blighted and crushed by things beyond my
control! Oh, how hard it is of Heaven to de
vise such tortures for me, who have done no harm
to Heaven at all.2’
About the time that Eustacia is making her bitter la
ment against the will, to be poeticized later by Hardy in “The
2~-Thomas Hardy, The Return of the Native, p. 404.
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Dynasts’~, Susan Nunsuch assembles her effigy and melts
it over an open flame at the fireplace, maliciously
muttering the Lord’s prayer backwards. By this junc
ture Wildeve, who has been destined, has arrived near
the murky waters of Shadwater Weir. The impenetrability
of the night is matched by its very coloration, per
meated by a drenching rain and capturing those human
beings who are troubled. Immediately following Wildeve’s
departure f~om the house, Thomasin, already suspecting
his proposed rendezvous by virtue of his having taken
a large sum of money and his promise to be gone for a
few days only, is sufficiently troubled to seek the
help of her cousin Clym. Clym leaves her in the hands
of Captain Vye, who has also become worried by his
grand—daughter’s disappearance on such a night, thinking
that she has returned to Clym. Thus it happens that
Clym has two visitors on this most dreary of nights.
Nonetheless, Thomasin is not content to remain at
Clym’s house, and she ventures out in the darkness, still
carrying the child. Luckily, the reddleman has returned
to Egdon Heath, for Thomasin comes upon him as he is in
vestigating the footsteps of a woman whom he thought to
be Thomasin. Arriving at the weir together, they find
that Clym and Wildeve have dived in, and Venn joins them
in search of the form which could be that of Eustacia. The
threatened tragedy foreseen in the first scenes upon the
II
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Heath is now fulfilled in all its menance. Of the four
people who have chanced the dark waters of the ‘~eir this
night only two emerge alive, Venn and Clym. That Eustacia
has met her death by suicide is suggested by her former
brooding reflections, noticed earlier by Charley on the day
of her return, and by her bitter comments on the same night
as she leaves her grandfather’s house. There remains to be
considered both the conclusion of the novel’s development
and the related problem of Hardy’s integrity as artist in
the genre which he was perpetually to derogate in favor of
poetry.
Except for Hardy’s effort to provide,in answer to the
demands of his reading public, a quasi-happy ending, the
narrative could well have concluded at this point, as the
original version did. The grim scene of the two corpses,
with Eustacia appearing as beautiful in death as in life, and
the face of Wildeve not in repose even in death, casts such
a gloom over the entire novel that the Sixth Book does almost
nothing to increase the impact of the work as a whole.
~‘Aftercourses”, as the final brief book is called, sees
Thomasin moving in with her cousin Clym: for a moment it
appears that she will be united in marriage to him, as Clym
somehow feels it his duty to bring about such a union.
Yet there is no place left in his heart for love now,
burdened as he is with a sense of responsibility for the
deaths of those two women who have been closest to him
in life. A somewhat pleasanter prospect presents itself to
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Thomasin in the person of Venn, who has not resigned his
old occupation of sheep-marking for that of shepherd, becom
ing a brother of Gabriel Oak, but for that of cattle-breeder,
thus elevating himself to a higher social position. Even
for Clym, there remains some hope:
Yeobright had, in fact, found his vocation in
the career of an itinerant open—air preacher
and lecturer on morally unimpeachable subjects;
and from this day he labored incessantly in
that office, speaking not only in simple lan
guage on Rainbarrow and in the hamlets round,
but in a more cultivated strain elsewhere——
from the steps and porticoes of townhalls, from
market—crosses, from conduits, on esplanades
and on wharves, from the parapets of bridges,
in barns and outhouses, and all other such
places in the neighboring Wessex towns and
villages. He left alone creeds and systems
of philosophy, finding enough and more than
enough to occupy his tongue in the opinions
and actions common to all good men. Some be
lieved not; some said that his words were com
monplace, others~complained of his want of theo
logical doctrine; while others~ again remarked
that it was well enough for a man to take to
preaching who could not see to do anything else.
But everywhere he was kindly received, for the story
of his life had become generally known.
22Thomas Hardy, The Return of the Native, p. 463.
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CHAPTER II
NATURE AS IRONY IN ~ WOODLANDERS
AND FAR FROM THE MADDING CROWD
While both The Woodlanders and Far from the Maddiny
Crowd show striking similarities in their treatment of
nature to The Return of the Native, they both show distin
guishable contrasts in the relative ability of the protago
nists to cope with natur&s hardships.. In The Native Hardy
showed how nature is kind to those who acquiese with her
purposes, sparing Thomasin, Venn and Clym, while those who
are dissatisfied with their surroundings, the rebels .Sustacia
and Wildeve, are uiti~ately destroyed. Some pattern of
~Selected Survival~ can be traced in The Maddiny Crowd,
with Oak and bathsheba finding eventual happiness at the end
and Troy meeting his death at the hands of the maddened bold
wood. The Woodlanders is more comparable to Tess, in that
the hero, Giles Winterborne, like Tess, though in complete
harmony with nature, is ultimately the victim.
Yet these novels compare in more ways than in the
similar treatment of nature. In The Woodlanders and The
both heroes, Giles and Oak, are without the
strength of character that we saw earlier in Henchard..
Indeed, in their failure to assume the dominant role these
men of The Madding Crowd and The Woodlanders are at best
dwarfed by the women of these novels. In the firs.t novel it
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is the likable but capricious Bathsheba Everdene who twists
Gabriel Oak and Boidwood around her little finger, though it
must be acknowledged that in comparison to Winterborne
Gabriel is the stronger of the two men. Strangely enough,
the strongest of I~1ardy!s males are not those who encompass
the best ideals of gentlemenly virtues, as we have seen in
Henchard, who, with his primitive sense of justice, has
emerged as one of Hardy’s most masculine males.
In both The Woodlanders and The Madding Crowd. there
are conjured up a rustic simplicity and beauty on the one
hand and cruel realism on the other. Both novels employ the
gradual opening technique which Abercrombie has described as
one of Hardy’s favorites.
In The Woodlanders the opening scene discloses the
barber, Mr. Percomb, a dealer of wigs, who is in search of
a hairpiece for Mrs. Charniond, who is to be later introduced
into the plot. The delayed introduction of Grace Melbury
in Chapter VI parallels the introduction of Clym in The
Native, although the dramatic build-up is not nearly so
great surrounding the coming of Grace as it is with Clym
in The Native. At the same time, however, the personal
worth of Grace, like that of Clym is never to triumph.
The_Woodlanders lacking the strong emotional impact
of The_Native, achieves almost nothing towards the solution
of the problems of its two most admirable characters, Giles
and Marty. The basic conflict lies in the weakness of the
heroine, Grace Melbury, who is guided almost entirely through-~
out the action by her over-protective father. As one reflects
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upon the death of Giles and the heart-broken Marty South,
one is tempted to agree with George Wing, who offers the
following comments on the novel:
The Woodlanders is the novel which perhaps
more than any other flays temperate feelings,
abuses compassionate enthusiasms, and almost cyni
cally tears down the structures of ~Moral~ good
ness. If there is a fault it lies in the making
of the good too supine and the amoral too superbly
cocky; it is the inverse of a Victorian Fairy story.
The final ironic death sneer lies in the fact that
not too long after the cabin death scene the Libi
dinous Fitzpiers has won Grace back to him. As
Marty makes her final lonely pilgrimage to Winter
born&s grave, we wonder who betrayed whom.1
The basic plot mechanism is one that has been used
previously in The Madding Crowd. Abercrombie has supplied
the following formulae for the two novels: U1n Far from
the Madding_Crowd, A’ loves B2, who loves B1- who loves A2,
in The_Woodlander.s, A2 loves A1, who loves who loves B’ 2•
This algebraic expression of the novels may be simplified
in the following terms: In Far from the Madding Crowd
Gabriel Oak falls in love with Bathsheba Everdene, who in
turn falls in love with Frank Troy. Troy, although he does
not realize it until too late, is in love with Fanny Robin,
a young servant girl of’BathsI-ieba.
In The Woodlanders the complication is somewhat similar;
it is Marty South, the daughter of a spar-gad maker, who is
in love with Giles Winterborne. Giles himself is in love
a-George Wing, Thomas Hardy (New York: Barnes Uoble,
Inc., 1966), p. 61.
2Lascelles Abercrombie, Thomas hardy (New York:
Russell & Russell, 1964) , p. 11.
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with Grace Meibury, who like Troy, fails to realize until
too late where her true affections lie, for she is in love
with or at least is awed by the position of, Dr. Edred Fitz—
piers. The formula might here be extended to include the
adulterous love of Dr. Fitzpiers and Felice Charmond.
An interesting comparison is that both of these
stories with their love complications are importantly con
trolled by their settings. In The Woodlanders Fate as Nature
intervenes in several instances. First of all, Marty South’s
father, who is ill as the story opens, has a phobic fear of
a great tree which stands outside his window. he feels that
somehow his life is linked with the tree. Following the
introduction of Marty South in the opening chapter, we are
introduced to Mr. Melbury, the father of Grace Melbury, who
is presently abroad studying. Also we meet Giles Winterborne,
more or less affianced to Grace through a former personal
agreement between Giles and Mr. Melbury. The problem arises
when Grace returns. Two incidents occur which obstruct her
marriage to Giles. The first incident is that Giles, through
a series of complications dating from his father’s time and
suddenly precipitated by the death of Marty’s father, loses
his property which is his lifehold. The second is that Grace
meets and is enamoured of the austere Dr. Edred Fitzpiers,
a newcomer to Hintock. however, it must be acknowledged that
possibly neither of these two interventions would have kept
Grace from marrying Giles without the skillful though well
meaning nagging of Grace’s father, who is determined that
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his daughter~s education has elevate:d her above the Hintock
society and that she will be more happily married to one
more equal to her.
Melbury begins to regret his informal promise of
Grace to Winterborne. His fear that Grace!s training has
raised her above Giles is reaffirmed for him when Giles
contrives a dinner party for the Melburys. The obvious
differences between his and Grac&s lives are brought at
once painfully and humourously to light, as Creedle, Gile&s
man, combines a series of faulty culinary arts with poor
housekeeping, culminating in a disastrous dinner.
Hardy also utilizes an old technique discovered
earlier in The May~. This is the assumption that trouble
always follows trouble, for shortly after Giles’sunfortun
ate party Grace~s father terminates the shaky engagement
between Giles and his daughter; soon thereafter, Giles loses
his property.
The meeting of Grace and Fitzpiers is curiously
brought about in such a way as to include another very
touching scene of rustic superstition. Grammar Oliver,
a servant and friend of the Melburys, has sold her brain to
Dr. Fitzpiers to be used experimentally upon her death,
since the doctor has told her that her brain is an unusually
large, fine specimen. Now that Grammar has done the deed,
with misgivings, from the beginning, she has fretted herself
sick with worry that she will die prematurely because of this.
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Therefore she pleads with Grace, who finally agrees to go
and attempt to reason with the strange doctor and thus dis
solve the bargain.
The initial meeting with Fitzpiers is followed by
others, most of them unknown to the watchful Melbury. The
courtship is brief, and soon the couple is engaged. At one
point in the novel Grace comes close to guessing the true
nature of Fitzpiers’ character one morning when she discerns
the figure of Suke Damson emerging from Fitzpiers’ door at
dawn. Fitzpiers hastily covers his deed behind his medical
profession, attributing the girl’s early morning visit to a
dreadful toothache, the cause of which he had supposedly
remedied by extraction. Thus Fitzpiers, with the help of
Melbury’s prodding, is able to reconcile himself to Grace.
They enter a marriage which is doomed from the start, for
the doctor’s attraction to Felice Charmond, who inherits
all of the typical characteristics of Hardy’s former foreign
coquette, Lucetta in The Mayor, is eventually to destroy the
marriage. In his effort to control the life of his daughter,
Melbury is a masculine counterpart of Mrs. Yeobright of The
Native. He realizes his mistake in insisting that Grace
marry Fitzpiers, but only when it is too late. At this point,
Fitzpiers’ roving heart has not only involved him in a very
serious affair with Felice Charmond, but has rendered him
restless in his union with Grace, whom he has by this time
discovered to be incompatible to him.
On learning of his son—in—law’s affair, Melbury’s
first concern is to save his daughter. Deplorably, he
Ills ILI~~ ll~ II,
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achieves the exact opposite effect; that is, he drives
Fitzpiers directly to Mrs. Charmond when he encounters the
drunken Fitzpiers one night in the dark forest of Hintock.
Edred, who is beyond recognizing his father-in-law in his
drunken state and the darkness of the night, mumbles some
words about his unhappy marriage, which has robbed him of a
better union with Felice. At this outburst Melbury strikes
his son—in—law to the ground with such force as to wound
him seriously. He is given shelter by Felice; consequently
they are brought closer together. At an earlier point in
the novel, Grace has encountered Felice in the forest, at
which time the latter had sobbingly confessed to Grace that
she is to bear Fitzpiers’ child. At the news of Fitzpiers~
injury, his two lovers and his wife are brought dramatically
together in what constitutes one of the most powerful scenes
of the plot. Suke and Felice are both concerned and curious
about the news of Fitzpiers’ injury, and both are admitted
by Grace into his bedroom. In an almost abnormally calm
tone, she addresses them: 11You shall know all I.know.
Indeed, you have a perfect right to go into his bedroom;
who can have a better than eitherof you? Wives all, iet~s
enter together . . . I repeat, I have only heard a less
alarming account than you have heard; how much it means,
and how little, I cannot say. I pray God that it means
not much—~in common humanity. You probably pray the same-
for other reasons.~3 Following Fitzpiers’s recuperation
3Thomas Hardy, The Woodlanders, (London: Macmillan
& Co., LTD, St. Martin’s Library, 1964), p. 268.
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he and Felice leave Flintock. In the meantime Grace is
left alone.
Mr. Melbury tries to have his daughter legally
freed from Fitzpiers~ he not only promises her to Giles
again, but encourages both his daughter and Giles to look
forward to a union which he now regrets having forestalled
in favor of the marriage between Grace and Fitzpiers.
Spurred on by Melbury’s rash actions, Giles is hurt merci~
lessly again when he learns that the divorce cannot be granted.
Winterborne suffers a lengthy illness of which nobody knows,
since he now lives alone in a little hut subsisting mainly
upon the migratory labor with his cider press.
During the absence of Fitzpiers and Felice the latter
is shot and killed by a former lover known only as the 11Gentle—
man from South Carolina.” At this time Fitzpiers, who is glad
to have escaped the death which Felice’s lover had meant for
him, returns to seek Grace’s forgiveness. On the very night
of his return, Grace escapes from the house, not wishing to
see him. She finds shelter in the cottage of Giles, while
Giles himself gives up his own house to sleep outside in a
lean-to, an inadequate shelter where the exposure to the
weather following his recent illness brings on a relapse.
The pathetic scene of his telling Grace to leave his food on
an outside shelf so as not to compromise her reputation by
entering the house is among the saddest in the novel. This
sadness is intensified as we look back over the two days in
which Grace occupies the little cottage, not knowing that
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Giles is lying at the point of death in the little shelter,
which he had insisted was comfortable enough. Thus hardy
makes Giles’~ passing away from life as quiet as that life
had been. His memory is to be impressed upon the two women,
one whom he had loved and the other who had loved him.
Fitzpiers, in the meantime, has bought a respectable
practice in Sherraton Abbas. He writes to Grace and asks
her to meet him. Grace does so, taking along with her
Marty South. Several meetings follow, and, as in her first
courtship by the doctor, these meetings are kept secret from
Mr. Melbury, who is much saddened by his daughter~s predica
ment and, inevitably, by his failure to obtain a divorce for
her. As Grace is now in the habit of making with Marty
weekly pilgrimages to Giles~s grave, she is able to arrange
the secret meetings with Fitzpiers without running too great
a risk of being suspected at home.
One day, however, Grace comes close to losing her
life in a man-trap. Tim Tangs, the young husband of Suke
Damson, has set a trap for the roving doctor, whom Tim
believes to be divining a meeting with his wife. Duf fin
attributes to the man—trap scene the only dangerous scene
in the plot as well as a respectable way of bridging the
estrangement between Grace and her errant husband.
Just as we are beginning to forget Fitz
piers failings we are reminded that he has
spoilt another marriage, that of Tim Tangs and
Suke Damson, And we come in sight of tragedy
in Times preparation of the man—trap (the
terrors of which are powerfully described) es.p~
cially when we find it is Grace who; is in danger.
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It is as if Hardy had suddenly remem
bered there had been no cruelty in this book
so far! But the trap serves a better pur
pose in causing a moment of tense emotion
which is necessary to get Fitzpiers and Grace
round the point. It has the effect of render
ing Grace’s surrender less displeasing than it
would otherwise have been, and is a fine
example of hardy’s technique.4
No single character dominates the action of The Wood—
landers, in contrast to such singular studies as The Mayor,
Tess andJude. Even in The Madding Crowd Bathsheba Everdene
is painted in bolder outlines than is Grace Melbury of The
Woodlanders. Both Grace and Giles are ultimately submerged
by the more self-indulgently aggressive figures of Dr. Fitz
piers and Mrs. Charmond.
In the line of hardy’s male characterizations there
is no evolutionary tendency from the weak to the strong, or
vice—versa. Following the rather unaggressive figures of
Gabriel Oak, and Clym Yeobright (the latter of whom shows
an admirable degree of independence, but at the same time
appears rather passive), is Henchard, the most aggressive
male, and the most vital character for that matter, in
the entire flux of Hardy’s prose production. Generally,
Gabriel Oak, though closer in kinship to Giles with regard
to his earth-affinity, displays more resistance than either
Giles or Jude. Jude, like Giles, in spite of all his
struggles to overcome his many obstacles, is hopelessly
vulnerable. His passive acceptance of things as they are
4uenry Charles Duff in, Thomas hardy (Manchester:
University of Manchester Press, 1937), p. 48.
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is reflected in the lines: “Nothing can be done. Things
are and will be brought to their destined issue. “5 When
Jude and Sue are barred from employment because of their
clandestine relationship, he says: “Perhaps as we couldn’t
conscientiously marry at first in the old—fashioned way, we
ought to have parted. The world is not illumined enough for
such experiments as ours! Who were we to think we could act
as pioneers!”6
Giles, in his calm acceptance of his doom to be
forever separated from Grace, shows a somewhat similar
attitude towards his unfulfilled dreams.
“Mr. Winterborne!” she cried again, and
this time he stopped, looked down, and replied.
“My silence just now was not accident,”
she said in an unequal voice. “My father says
it is better for us not to think too much of
that--engagement, or understanding, between us,
that you know of. I, too, think that upon the
whole he is right. But we are friends, you
know, Giles and almost relations.”
“Very well,” he answered in an enfeebled
voice which barely reached down the tree. “I
have nothing to say, Grace--I cannot say any
thing till I’ve thought a while!”
She added with erciotion in her tone, “For
myself I would have married you--some day--I
think. But I give way, for I am assured it
wpuld be unwise.”
He made no reply, but sat back upon a bough,
placed his elbow in a fork, and rested his head
upon his hand. Thus he remained till the fog and
the night had completely enclosed him from her view.7
5Thomas hardy, Jude the Obscure (New York: ri~he Ameri
can Library, A Signet Classic, 1961), p. 334.
____ p. 347.
7mornas hardy, The Woodlanders, p. 99.
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The foregoing passage not only shows Giles’ passive
acceptance of life, but also reveals the extent to which
Grac&s life is controlled by her father. Concerning
the novel and its fatalistic impact in general, Webster
makes the following comment:
Hardy approaches consistent determinism
even more closely than he did in The Mayor of
Casterbridge. As in that novel, the characters
are generally aware how little they have power
to direct events. Fitzpiers feels that all
is determined as by the hand of a clock. Creedle
is a fatalist. Giles Winterborne believes that
the fates are against him. What the characters
feel Hardy emphasizes by his own statements. He
remarks that Grace Melbury moves as by clockwork.
Destiny~ he says, is responsible for Martyts
laborer~s hand. Giles could not prevent Fitz
piers~ coming to know Grace. It was ~doomed~
to happen. All the characters are part of the
~great web of human doings,~ compelled by the
~Unfulfilled Intention~ which makes life what
it is, a struggle in accordance with natural laws
that take no care of human sentiments.8
Yet, upon closer observation of the descent of hardy~s
males, the sphere in which each man is conceived makes
him a hero in his own right. Thus Giles, if taken out of
his natural setting of Little hintock and transplanted to
Casterbridge, the setting of The Mayor of Casterbridge, to
be pitted against the powerful figure of Henchard, would
indeed appear a very weak characterization. So perhaps
would Gabriel Oak, who holds his own very well in his own
setting. Such an absurd transplantation of characters does,
however; emphasize the significance of character-setting
relationship.
8harvey Curtis Webster, On a Darkling Plain (Chicago:
University of Chica~o Press, 1947), pp. 166-167.
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Dating from The Mayor, Hardy’s novels decidely assume
an interesting degree of social involvement. In that novel,
as we have seen, much of the conflict arise over difference
between the upper strata of the Casterbridge society and
the unfortunate denizens of Mixen T~ane. It is a problem
that Hardy handles quite cleverly when a matter of social
background enters the picture of love and marriage. This.
he usually remedies by making the person of the more common
background a rare specimen of his class, or occasionally he
elevates him to a respectable position. In Far from the
Madding Crowd Oak, deprived of his fJ,ock and forced to hire
himself out as a shepherd, is no ordinary shepherd. When
he stands at the Casterbridge Fair, he appears as an “ath
letic young fellow of somewhat superior appearance to the
rest——in fact, his, superiority was marked enough to lead
several ruddy peasants standing by to speak to him inquiring
ly , as to a farmer, and to use ‘Sir’ as a finishing word.”9
As their roles reverse, Bathsheba, once poor, is now the
mistress of a large farm. Gabriel must raise himself before
he becomes a suitable match for her. In The Native it is
Venn who must rise above the level of reddleman before he
finally becomes the husband of Thomasin. Finally, in The
Woodlanders Q-iles loses his property, which would have en—
ab].ed him to marry Grace; thus she is drawn to Fitzpiers,
the most learned of Hardy’s males and also the major character
9Thomas Hardy, Far from the Maddin~& Crowd, p. 46.
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inheriting this profession. In Jude Dr. Vilbert, the quack,
plays a minor role of little consequence to the plot.
Obviously,Mrs. Charmond and the doctor would have
been a better match. Later on we find., that, although. Tess
is no ordinary peasant girl, the difference between her and
Angel Clare’s backgrounds become painfully clear as she
tries to justify her position in not confessing her “sin”
before their marriage.
Finally, Jude stands out above Arabella and, because
of his lust for learning, is the perfect match for Sue Bride—
head, though concatenated circumstances keep them apart.
Thus it is that when the ill—mated are joined in Hardy’s
novels success and happiness are rarely achieved.
In The Woodlanders the tragic ending of Giles Winter
borne, the martyr, seems to set forth a new pattern of
defeat for the admirable protagonist. This new technique
is to be later extended to Tess and Jude, as Hardy revokes
his method of rewarding those who are compatible with nature’s
laws.
In its indictment against the invincible odds of life
and its sympathy for the unfortunate protagonist, The Wood—
landers echoes The Native and preludes the more powerful Tess
and Jude. Like its successors, it also has various social
elements which parallel its complex natural forces to operate
together to produce the same kind of effect on the characters.
Yet when nature here functioning as a destroyer, is compared
with nature in The Native, the former retains none of the
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malign, foreboding ominousness of The Native. Hardy does
not attribute to Flintock Woods any of the subtle, destruc
tive forces which are potentially inherent in Egdon Heath
from the outset. Neither is. there an assertation of the
overpowering significance in the natural environment of
The Woodlanders, except for a natural beauty and remoteness
from the outside world.
It was one of those sequestered spots out
side the gates of the world where may usually
be found more meditation than action, and more
listlessness than meditation; where reasoning
proceeds on narrow premises, and results in
inferences wildly imaginative; yet where, from
time to time, dramas of a grandeur and unity
truly Sophoclean are enacted in the real, by
virtue of the concentrated passions and closely—
knit interdependence of lives therein.~-°
The forest is as much beloved by its natural inmates
as it is scorned by Mrs. Charmond and Fitzpiers. It is the
livelihood of its people--of Melbury, the timber merchant;
of Giles, the apple and cider dealer; of Marty South whose
versatility ranges from spar-gad making, bark stripping and
pine planting to cider-making. Even the wealth of Mrs.
Charmond is linked to her property holdings in Little kin—
tock. Despite the fact that Fitzpiers is almost brought
to his death here by a would-be-fatal blow front Mr. Melbury,
that Grace comes near to walking into Tim Tangsv man—trap,
and that Giles breathes his last breaths in a forlorn, lean-
to sortof shelter, exposed to the weather, no one thinks of
1-lintock as participating in any of these events. The forest
merely contains, not influences the drama enacted therein.
12Thomas Hardy, The Woodlanders, p. 10.
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In spite of the fatalism that Webster has pointed out
in The Woodlanders, when compared to The Mayor and The Native,
the characters of The Woodlanders are far more free from Fate.
Their misfortunes usually arise from one of the following
causes: either indirectly or directly by his own doings,
as in the case of Mrs. Charmond, or by someone els&s actions,
as in the case of Grace, victimized both by her well-meaning
father and Fitzpiers, or by the lack of action, as in the
case of both Marty and Giles, who make no effort to find
happiness except where it cannot be found. Fitzpiers is
the only person who errs and triumphs.
Of course it is impossible to overlook such chance
happenings as Giles~ unfortunate meeting with Mrs. Charmond
on the road, in which he refuses to yield, and her subse
quent anger, which precipitates her final decision in tear
ing down the houses, an event which almost simultaneously
occurs with his loss of Grace. Another example of chance
involves Marty~s sending the note to Fitzpiers telling him
the secret of Mrs. Charmond~s hair, which indirectly leads
to Felic&s death. Nonetheless, on the whole, chance does
not figure very importantly in The Woodlanders.
Carpenter describes the typical ~Hardyesque” qualities
of the novel as follows:
A detailed and vivid setting in which sym
bolic significance is unobtrusive; a plot spun
out of the ~‘concatenated~ loves of a group of
Victorians; a scrupulous (sometimes almost ridicu
lous) observance of the proprieties in the narra—
tion; a long—suffering heroine and a noble, endur—
ing, and passive hero; an almost geometrically
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arranged pattern of balanced characters,
scenes, and events.”
But the core of The Woodlanders is the heavy mood of
nostalgic longing for that which cannot he. It is the story
of Giles, whom Carpenter has called ~A Masculine Patient
Griselda~, retreating from the flintock society when he learns
that Grace cannot be his. it is the story of Marty South,
alone in the cabin while the lonely moonlight illumines the
coffin of her father. It is the story of Marty South later
planting the little pine trees, with Marty hopelessly in
love with Giles. Finally, it is the. story of Marty and
Grace placing flowers on the grave of Giles.
Yet the bittersweet brooding of hintock is brutally
pierced (as if to shock the endless reverie of passivity
into reality), by the more realistic details of Edred Fitz
piers~ exploiting the lives of Grace Melbury, Suke Damson
and Felice Charmond; of Tim Tangs setting for Fitzpiers his
vicious man-trap; and of Giles dying in his little outsio-e
hut, leaving Grace to bear the blame. These and others con
stitute the real mood of the story.
Frardy achieves some plot unity by introducing Marty
South in Chapter I and closing the novel with the often
quoted speech, made by the same patient girl who finds little
or no overt happiness in the story. Webster makes the follow
ing comments of her:
“Marty South is one of the reasons for the
charm of this book. Its opening scene discloses
11kichard C. Carpenter, Thomas Hardy (New York: Twayne
Publishers, Inc., 1964), pp. 114—115.
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her, and the last scene is wholly hers. She
is the real heroine of the novel, not Grace
Melbury! 12
As Grace is rewarded for her goodness with the similar
type of Thappiness on the rebound~ that had earlier been
granted to Thomasin of The Native, Marty is left alone with
the memory of the man whom she has loved so dearly~
~Now, my own, own, love,~ she whispered,
tyou are mine, and only rLune; for she has for
got ~ee at last, although for her you died!
But I--whenever I get up I~ll think of ‘ee,
and whenever I lie down I~11 think of 1ee again.
When I plant the young larches I’ll think that
none can plant as you planted; and whenever I
split a gad, and whenever I turn the cider wring,
lEll say none could do it like you. If ever I
forget your name let me forget home and heaven!
ut no, no, my love, I never can for
get ‘ee; for you was a good man, and did good
things!~-3
Both The Woodlanders and The Madding Crowd contain
that idyllic beauty of the Wessex countryside which Hardy
immortalized in his novels. They are perhaps the purest
strains of rustic life, unaffected by the hand of modernity.
These self~contained regions called Little hintock and
Weatherbury are, in fact, repulsive to any innovation which
may threaten to disrupt the usual flow of their everyday
activities. Thus they reject the aliens, Felice Charmond,
Dr. Edred Fitzpiers and Frank Troy. They are far more
patient with other beings such as Giles Winterborne and
Gabriel Oak.
12Carl Jefferson Weber, Hardy of Wessex (New York;
Columbia University Press, 1940) , p. 112.
~-3Thomas 1~ardy, The Woodlanders, p. 380.
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But it would be a mistake to surmise that, even in
places as remote as the environments of the-se two novels,
the paradisical beauty generated by nature insures a cor
responding peacefulness in the lives of all its inhabitants,
for Mardy tells us in The_Woodlanders that even in none of
these sequestered spots outside the gates of the world where
may usually be found more meditation than action, and more
listlessness than meditation. . . from time to time, drama
of a grandeur and unity truly Sophoclean are enacted in the
real, by virtue of the concentrated passions and closely—knit
inter--dependence of the lives therein.”14 The drama enacted
in Far from the Madding Crowd is hardly less grand. The
Woodlanders and The Madding Crowd share with The Native a
natural setting which if taken away would greatly alter,
if not completely impair, the plot structure of the novels
themselves. The Madding is usually recognized by
I-Iardy~s critics as his first successful novel. Some of the
weaknesses of the early novels are to be discovered in cer—
tam melodramatic evidences of overplotting, in the powerful
build-up of such scenes as the raging fire in BathshebavS
hay ricks and the terrific electrical storm, and in the
unrestraint of such horrible scenes as Bathsheba~s disclos—
ing Fanny Robin~s corpse. The story begins when Gabriel Oak
first encounters Bathsheba Everdene on Norcomb Hill with her
aunt as they travel with their household belongings on a
14Thomas Hardy, The Woodlanders (London: Macmillan
& Co., LTD, 1164), p. 10. —
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wagon. Bathsheba is unaware of Oak’s observations. From
the beginning Oak notices her vanity as she argues with the
gate keeper of the turnpike.
Oak’s next view of the girl is in a shed where she
and her aunt are busily employed during the calving season.
His job as a shepherd brings him in close proximity to the
ladies, as their lands are adjoining. Throughout the novel
Oak and Bathsheba are brought together in times of crises.
The first of these occur one evening as Bathsheba is attracted
to Oak’s shepherd’s van by the barking of his sheep uog.
Investigating, she goes inside and saves Oak’s life, for he
had carelessly gone to sleep in the little hut without leav—
ing any ventilation to permit the smoke to escape. He is
very much affected by this meeting, during which Bathsheba
grants him the privilege of kissing her hand. He makes a
visit to her house and, perhaps too quickly, proposes to her.
He meets his first in a long series of refu~als on that day,
soon afterwards painfully he learns that Bathsheba has moved
away.
Oak’s next crisis is indirectly to bring him once
more into contact with Bathsheba. Part of the irony in this
novel is that in this pattern of tensions most of the cases
in which the hero and heroine are brought together occur
through some natural phenomenon which either produces or
threatens to produce some disastrous result such as, fire,
rain, or loss o.f sheep. Thus when Oak loses his sheep, a
most unfortunate incident which reduces him from the status
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of a relatively prosperous farmer to that of a penniless
hireling, he is forced to seek employment elsewhere. It is
by mere chance that he should come to the same place where
Bathsheba has settled in the little village of Weatherbury.
The next of these natural phenomena is the burning hayrick
which Oak notices on his way to Weatherbury. After he
heroically extinguishes the greedy flames, not only does he
discover that he has saved the ricks of Bathsheba Everdene
but that by his heroic action he has made a very favorable
impression on both the owner of the farm and her farm helpers.
Thus he is hired as her shepherd.
The ensuing years are to be ones of painful watching
and waiting for Oak, for he is still in love with Bathsheba,
hut she shows no signs of renewing those hopes fostered by
their earlier acquaintance. Indeed, on one occasion she
angrily discharges Oak when he chances to voice his dis~
approval in a matter concerning her behavior with Mr. William
Boldwood, a neighboring farmer. Again, it is a near tragedy
that brings him to her service once more. Bathsheba~s ewes
are taken sick, and some are dying, as a result of being let
into a field of new clover. According to her men there is only
one man in the vicinity who can remedy such an ailment~
Gabriel Oak. Bathsheba at first is too wilful to entreat
Oak, after their previous argument ending in his dismissal,
but finally concedes when she discovers no help for the sheep.
Oak is again employed as her shepherd.
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Painfully, he remains with her through her fitful
courtship by Farmer Boldwood, a bachelor and neighboring
farmer of unimpeachably staid character. Bathsheba.learns
of Boldwood through her friend and servant Liddy Poorgrass.
She later sees him at the corn market, and notices that he
is the only man who pays no attention to her. One day she
teasingly sends him a Valentine Card with the inscription:
~Marry me.” She is later to regret this playful action
for the disastrous effect that it is to have on Eoldwood’s
life. From that moment on he is a changed man, evolving
almost overnight from the inflexible man that he had been
to an almost maddened love—sick, negligent being retaining
scarcely any of his former characteristics.
Strangely enough, Boldwood selects for his friend and
confidant Gabriel Oak, who is also in love with Bathsheba,
but as we have seen Oak is in no way so pathetically vulner
able as Boldwood. Both of these men are, however, hopelessly
pushed into the background whenHardy introduces into the
scene a newcomer in the person of Sergeant Francis Troy, a
member of the regiment of cavalry of the 11th Dragoon Guards
of Her Majesty, the Queen. This same sergeant is the man
who had seduced Fanny Robin, a young servant of Bathsheba’s
uncle. However, the girl had disappeared a few days after
Bathsheba became mistress of the farm. A great deal of
anxiety has been created regarding the disappearance of Fan
ny. Upon dispatching a messenger to Casterbridge to find
any information on the whereabouts of the girl, the only
news received is that she has been seen with a handsome soldier.
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Now, as Troy makes his appearance in Weatherbury,
hardy is at great pains to describe this dashing soldier,
devoting a whole chapter to ~The New Acquaintance Described.~
He was a man to whom memories were an
incumbrance, and anticipations a superfluity.
Simply feeling, considering, and caring for what
was before his eyes, he was vulnerable only in
the present. his outlook upon time was as a
transient flash of the eye now and then: that
projection of consciousness into days gone by
and to come, which makes the past a synonym for
the pathetic and the future a word for circumspec
tion, was foreign to Troy. With him the past was
yesterday; the future, tomorrow; never, the day
afterJ5 V
In the mind of the reader a sharp contrast is instantly
drawn between Oak and Sergeant Troy. Troy lacks all of the
admirable qualities that have been exemplified in Oak, but
at the same time he represents an exciting, if reckless,
contrast to ordinary life in the Weatherbury Parish. It is
this very difference that is to captivate the heart of
Bathsheba. She is thrilled by his brilliant exhibitions of
sword play and by his affected kindness in helping with
the haying and the hiving of the bees. She is persuaded
to join him in Bath, where they are seen strolling arm in
arm. When she returns itis as Mrs. Francis Troy.
Sorrowfully for Boldwood, who intercedes in a manner
hardly indicative of his upright character, he attempts to
bribe Troy into marrying Fanny Robin, thus hoping to leave
Bathsl-ieba free for himself, an act to be understood only
in terms of his obsession with Bathsheba. Troy willingly
~-5Thomas Hardy, Far from the Madding Crowd (New York;
The New ~\merican Library, Inc., 1960), p. r60.
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lets him go through with the deal, agreeing to sever all
ties with Bathsheba, then jovially and sardonically breaks
the news to Boidwood that he is, in fact, already married
to Bathsheba and returns Boidwood’s money.
Although Oak is not to be made so humiliated, his
cross is in a way heavier than Boidwood’s because he is
employed on the farm where Troy is master.
Nature is again to bring Oak and Bathsheba together
when Troy decides to combine a belated wedding party with a
harvest supper dance to be held in a huge barn. Troy allows
all the men to douse themselves in liquor, and all are heed
less of the great storm threatening to destroy the corn
ricks. Only Oak, faithful and devoted, is mindful of the
approaching rains and goes out alone to save the ricks. The
storm itself is described at length in vibrant terms:
Manoeuvres of a most extraordinary kind
were going on in the vast firmamental hollows
overhead. The lightning now was the color of
silver, and gleamed in the heavens like a mailed
army. Rumbles became rattles. Gabriel from his
elevated position could see over the landscape
at least half-a-dozen miles in front.’6
As Gabriel is joined by Bathsheba on the ladder, it becomes
increasingly obvious that it is these two who should be
joined in matrimony. They are in harmony with nature~s laws.
The marriage of Bathsheba and Troy shows early blemishes
as the first gleams of romantic luster begin to fade. This
is in part caused by Troy’s inability and unwillingness to
adapt himself to farm-life, while Bathsheba, on the other hand,
~-6IPid., p. 234.
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finds it difficult to reconcile her carefully ordered life to
Troy~s gambling and reckless spending habits.
Bad matters are brought to a climax one day when the
couple encounter a stranger on the Casterbridge highway at
dusk. ~‘hen Troy leaves their carriage to converse softly
with the strange wayfarer, Bathsheba is suspiciously jealous
of a possible former acquaintance between the girl and her
husband. Of course she does not know of the actual circunv
stances according to which Troy and Fanny were to have been
married but, by a mistake, Fanny had gone to the wrong
church. Troy had been so deeply humiliated that he had not
agreed to a second ceremony.
Bathsheba~s suspicions of the traveler on the highway
with whom Troy had conversed on the previous evening are
further aroused when Troy discloses a lock of yellow hair
and confesses it to be that of a girl whom he had once
planned to marry. These matters are brought to a dreadful
revelation when Bathsheba learns that Fanny Robin has died
in the Casterbridge Union and that her body is to be laid
to rest in Weatherbury. Through chance it happens that
Fanny~s body is brought to lie in Bathsheba’s house. This
most unexpected and unfortunate event is brought about
through the negligence of Joseph Poorgrass, one of Bathsheba’s
farmhands, whose job it is to convey the body from the union
to the church. Joseph is persuaded by two of his friends to
tarry with them for a while and join in a drink. Conse
quently, when Oak comes upon the party and relieves Joseph of
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his charge it is too late for the burial to take place.
Bathsheba feels it her duty to keep the body overnight in
view of Fanny’s late employment in her household and her
uncle’ s.
In the meantime, rumors have reached the parish that
Fanny has not come to rest alone, but that her infant has
been buried along with her. In order to save Bathsheba from
this knowledge, Oak goes into the parlor and wipes the chalk
inscription from the coffin which reads: “Fanny Robin and
child.” Unfortunately, Bathsheba has also heard the rumors
and tries to dispel them, but to no avail. In vain she seeks
to get help from Oak, her faithful shepherd, but is reluc—
tant about calling on him when she sees him, kneeling in
prayer, through the uncurtained window. The contrast between
Oak’s peacefulness and her own troubled heart is very plainly
brought out in this scene. It is her lurking fears and
suspicions that have made her open the lid of Fanny’s coffin.
She discovers for herself that indeed the rumors have not
been false, for Fanny and the infant lie together.
Her ability to sympathize is beautifully illustrated
in the scene where Bathsheba, in the quietness of the house,
alone with the coffin, kneels to pray, as revealed in the
following passage:
She knelt beside the coffin covered her
face with her hands, and for a time the room
was silent as a tomb. Whether from a purely
mechanical, or from any other cause, when Bath—
sheba arose it was with a quieted spirit, and
a regret for the antagonistic instincts which
had seized upon her just before.
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In her desire to make atonement she took
flowers from a vase by the window, and began
laying them around the dead girl’s head. Bath~
sheba knew no other way of showing kindness to
persons departed than by giving them f lowers.17
Shortly her newly-found serenity is abruptly disturbed
by the unexpected and unheard entrance of Troy. he is dread
fully shocked by Fanny’s death, and more poignantly by her
lying in Bathsheba’s parlor in this way. The following pas—
sage reveals the horror of the scene:
~What’s the matter, in God’s name? Who’s
dead?~ said Troy.
“I cannot say; let me go out. I want airiE
she continued.
~But no; stay, I insistV .
Do you know her?~ said Bathsheba, in a
small enclosed echo4. as from the interior of a
cell.
~ do,B said Troy.
Is it she?”
It is.~
When Troy bends over the coffin to kiss the corpse of
Fanny, Bathsheba is hysterically affected:
‘Don’t kiss them! 0, Frank, I can~t bear
it--I can’t! I love you better than she did:
kiss me too, Frank--kiss me!. .
“Ah! don’t taunt me, madam. This woman is
more to me, dead as she is, than ever you were,
or are, or can be. If Satan had not tempted me
with that face of yours, and those cursed coque
tries, I should have married her. I never had
another thought till you came in my way. Would
to God that I had; but it is all too late! I
deserve to live in torment for this!” He turned
p. 279.
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to Fanny then. “But never mind, darling,” he
said: “in sight of Heaven you are my very,
very wife!”
One is tempted to judge the scene with mixed emotions,
granting that Bathsheba’s outburst of jealousy was highly
ill-timed, yet refusing to view her as a just target for
Troy’s bitter chastisement. It is not, therefore, a matter
of great amazement, following such an emotional outpour of
belated devotion, that Troyvs disappearance and reported
drowning are thought by Bathsheba to prove a wish on Troy’s
part to join his beloved Fanny. Bathsheba begins to live
again after a considerable period of mourning, although she
has never been thoroughly convinced that Troy’s disappearance
had ended in death. She is again approached by Boldwood,
who renews his affections for the woman whom he had never
stopped loving. He is even willing to endure a seven—year
engagement, waiting the remaining five and three quarter
years to complete the seventh, which Bathsheba requires
according to the old custom by which a wife may thus be
legally freed from her husband. Her feelings for Boldwood
have not changed, but she feels it her duty to marry him in
order to compensate for the foolishly—sent valentine that
had altered Boidwood’s life almost to the point of insanity.
In the final episode of the novel Hardy employs a
technique which will be utilized later in The Woodlanders and
Tess: that is, the unexpected return of a lover results in
a violent death scene. In The Madding Crowd Troy returns
‘8ibid pp. 279—281.
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at the grand Christmas ball given by Boldwood, at which time
the latter had planned to announce his engagement to Bath—
sheba. Indeed, Troy had seen his wife earlier at a sheep
fair where he had touched her hand, although she had not
recognized him. Several people had seen him in the vicinity
on this ill—fated day, and one attempt had been made to
warn Boldwood, but too late, for before the over—joyous
Boldwood had received the full impact of the message Troy
had made his appearance. Bathsheba is totally disconcerted
when she recognizes her truant husband, and collapses to
the floor. In a dreadful tone, Boldwood tells her to go
with her husband. In an instant the assembled party is
startled first by a scream from Bathsheba, when Troy pulls
at her hand, and next by a ring from Boldwood’S gun. Troy
had been fatally shot by Boldwood. The sad remnant of
Boldwood, who had loved too deeply and unreasonably, quietly
goes to the (Jaster’oridge jail and gives himself up. His
penalty is the death sentence, but at the last moment he
is favored with a reprieve, and in lieu of the death sentence
he is to serve his confinement during “EJer Majesty’s pleasure.”
As Bathsheba emerges, now a much more mature woman than at
the beginning of the story, there is at least a bright spot
in the life of Gabriel Oak. His long awaited moment arrives,
and he and Bathsheba are married. The novel ends on the note
of Joseph Poorgrass, which might well have voiced the senti
ment of Oak at the fulfillment of his long hoped for dream:
“But since ‘tis as ‘tis, why it might have been worse, and I
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feel ray thanks accordingly. ~ This rather optimistic ending
is indeed a far cry from the reverberations of the famous
closing lines of Tess, which were to bring so much criticism
on the author, or even from Jude’s anguished plea of ~~Let
the day perish. Irving Howe comments on the structure of
the plot as follows:
In its neatly symmetrical structure, by
means of which Bathsheba tests, rejects and
chooses her lovers, the novel points toward
the lesson on control; but meanwhile, it is
a vibrant and even exuberant narrative because
the action is crowded with the ranges of excesses
which Hardy sees as intrinsic to human nature.
There is the excess of Bathsheba’s feminine wil—
fulness, the excess of Boldwood’s sickened love,
the excess of Troy’s vanity. The whole atmo
sphere of the book is marked by excess: a
macabre death for Gabriel’s sheep, a brilliant
rainstorm threatening Bathsheba’s farm, a
drunken revel of farnthands undone by Troy’s
liquor, a garish coffin scene and a melodra—
matic killing of Bathsheba~s husband, Sergeant
Troy, by the maddened rival l3oldwood. In these
strange pages, nature is anything but mild and
agreeable; it seems to be driven by the same
engines and torn by the same passions that drive
and tear the characters. There is a relation—
ship, extremely hard to fix in language, between
the characters and the natural setting, a par
tial sharing in rhythm and motion, upsurge and
rest.2°
Of this novel it might also be said that Hardy
controls his subplot involving the love affair of Fanny Robin
and Sergeant Troy very skillfully without weakening his major
plot, involving the story of Bathsheba and Oak. Although
Oak seems at times only significant to her in times of
~-9Ibid. p. 374.
20lrving Howe, Thomas Hardy (New York: Collier—
Macmillan Limited, l96~ p. 54.
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tragedies, he remains the leading male throughout the action.
The element of pathos permeates the story in many scenes,
most of them being concerned with Fanny Robin, the mere
shadow of a girl who makes her appearance in scenes of dark-~
ness. The obscurity surrounding Fanny makes her more spoken
of than spoken to. Hardy creates pity for her in a number
of ways, the first when she encounters Oak on his first
night in Weatherbury, in a darkened path.
She extended her hand; Gabriel his. In
feeling for each other’s palm in the gloom
before the money could be passed, a minute inci
dent occurred which told much. Gabriel’s fingers
alighted on the young woman’s wrist. It was
beating with a throb of tragic intensity. He had
frequently felt the same quick, hard beat in the.
femoral artery of his lambs 1~zhen overdriven. It
suggested a consumption too great of a vitality
which, to judge from her figure and stature, was
already too little.2~-
Moreover, this scene captures Oak’s generous nature, as he
gives Fanny a shilling. She is next seen as she attempts a
rendevous with Troy at his barracks. She is the one char
acter with whom fate plays more cruelly than with any of the
others. After getting Troy to concede to an unwilling
marriage, she appears at the wrong church. Troy is so
humiliated at being “stood up” while waiting for her to
appear that he will not agree to another ceremony. She is
not heard of again until Troy and Bathsheba meet her on the
Casterbridge highway as she journeys to the Union. The
account of her agonizing journey is painfully executed, with
21Thomas Hardy, Far from the Madding Crowd, p. 54.
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Fanny~s contrivance of the crutches and finally her putting
her arms around the neck of the huge dog and trudging forward
beside it. Two incidents of pathos regarding animals, both
dogs occur in this novel. The first is the scene concerning
Georg&s son, Oak~s sheep dog, who “does his job too well~
driving the sheep over a hill. As this costs Oak his small
fortune, Georgets son pays the penalty with his life, Oak
kills the dog. The other instance, already referred to, is
that the huge, old gentle dog which had aided Fanny in reach
ing the Union house is brutally stoned away by the keeper,
who does not know the part that the beast has played in bring—
ing its charge to her destination.
In addition to the pathos and high drama of the novel,
Hardy utilizes another technique to be used again in both
The_Woodlanders and The Native. This is the inclusion of a
set of very admirable minor characters or choruses (none of
them acting very independently of the other) who at the same
time are more than mere decorative additions. They are
essentially implemented into the plot. For the main part
they represent the established customs and traditions of
Weatherbury. Deeply devoted as they are to their mistress
Miss Everdene, they do not fail to complain when she errs.
They are in accord with Gabriel Oak throughout the action,
sympathizing when he is hurt by Bathsheba’s whims and rejoic—
ing with him in the end when he finally captures his long
coveted prize. They also serve as a comic relief in some
instances, such as the scene in which Joseph Poorgrass,
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bearing the coffin of Fanny Robin, stops by the maltster’s
and forgets about the time, so that Fanny’s body lies in
Bathsheba’s house until the next day. Although Joseph meekly
describes his condition to Oak as a “multiplying eye11, the
incident is not without its subsequent tragic effect, for
had Fanny’s body been buried as intended on the same day
Bathsheba would not have learned of the relationship between
the deceased woman and her husband. Possibly the dreadful
argument and the ultimate disappearance of Troy would have
been averted, although it is doubtful that Bathsheba and
Troy would have ever achieved perfect compatibility, for
already Hardy is establishing his trend of “selected sur
viva1’~, or sympathy for those who are in harmony with
nature’s laws.
This novel is important, because it is here that
Hardy establishes some of the techniques which will be modi
fied, re—used and, finally, incorporated into his two great
est novels, Tess and Jude. In spite of the struggles that
man encounters with his environment in The Madding Crowd,
the ultimate hope is that life holds happiness for those who
are willing to persevere and wait their chances.
CHAPTER III
DRAMATIC EFFECT IN THE SETTINGS OF
TESS OF THE D’URBERVILLES AND JUDE THE OBSCURE
In attempting to trace architectonic devices in
Tess of the D’Urbervilles and Jude the Obscure it must
first of all be acknowledged that the enormous social
impact of Hardy’s two last great novels is by far greater
than their structural significance. Judged by most critics
to be his most bitter indictments against man’s helplessness
in the quest of self-realization while faced with a world of
invincible obstacles, these novels are nevertheless indict
ments directed against the beliefs and attitudes of a man
made society as well against an unseen Fate, which in these
two novels operate in the form of chance.
Working therefore from the viewpoint that structure
is of secondary importance, we shall examine some of these
structural devices, some of which have been utilized in
the earlier Wessex novels. One often-used technique is
the over-accumulation of trouble and disaster, which contri
butes largely to the plotting of both Tess and Jude. Although
somewhat less significantly utilized than in The Mayor, chance
is especially prominent in Jude, most notably in the unpredict
ed appearances of Arabella. In Tess chance works as a prohibi
tive factor, with discoveries being made too late to prevent
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tragedies. For example, it is by chance that upon Angel’s
first meeting with Tess at the Maypole dancing he dances
with the other village girls, but not with her, postponing
her chance to know him until after she has become the victim
of the vain Alec D’Urberville. Again, it is by chance that
her letter of confession to Angel on the eve of her wedding
day goes under the rug, so that he does not learn of her
“sin” before their marriage, and, finally, at the close of
the novel, when Angel is about to return from South America,
Tess does not receive his letter, and consequently she
becomes the mistress of her hated seducer just prior to
Angel’s return.
Another device, which perhaps with the exception of
The Mayor and The Native give Jude and Tess more climactic
build-up, is the use of bizarre or isolated settings in old
isolated houses, lone wayside cottages and small upper
chambers such as those housing the baptismal scene of Tess’s
baby and the lonely death scene of Jude in the final pages
of that novel.
In Tess seasonal change is carefully plotted to pro
duce a general mood in keeping with the heroine’s activities.
Thus her first meeting with Angel Clare, when she is a fair
and radiant maiden, occurs at a May—Day—dance with all of the
country girls wearing white frocks and carrying bunches of
white flowers. The period which Hardy calls “The Rally”
again occurs in May, following her confinement at Marlott,
where she had.had her baby and where it had died. Likewise,
her:bitter struggle at the Flintcornb-Ash Farm is augmented by
I,
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its setting in the cold winter months. In both Tess and Jude
Hardy utilized a “Cain-like” imagery which very effectively
portrays the suffering of the characters. Both are wanderers
in search of a peace which is, ironically, not found until
death.
As previously mentioned, many of Hardy’s scenes of
high drama are set in upper chambers, a technique in itself
not spectacular in view of Victorian house designs, but
which does in some instances provide the type of claustro
phobic and isolated settings that are so well utilized for
the Gothic-like effect in certain scenes of Jude the Obscure
and Tess of the D’Urbervilles. Possibly Hardy’s early years
of apprenticeship to the architect John Hicks inadvertently
established for the author a sense of unity and careful
organization which he applied to his plot constructions.
As a point of departure, we shall look for some of these
settings in Tess of the D’Urbervilles at the scene where
Tess is baptizing her baby, christened Sorrow. Her parents
having refused to summon the village priest, lest the shame
of her misfortune be upon them, she is left to perform the
first and last ritual of her baby in the presence of her
younger brothers and sisters, the sole spectators:
She lit a candle and went to a second and
a third bed under the wall, where she awoke her
little sisters and brothers, all of whom occupied
the same room. Pulling out the washingstand so
that she could get behind it, she poured some
water from a jug, and made them kneel around,
putting her hand.s together with fingers exactly
vertical. While the children, scarcely awake,
awe-stricken at her manner, their eyes growing
larger and larger, remained in this position, she
I I,
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took the baby from her bed--a child’s child-
so immature as scarce to seem a sufficient per
sonality to endow its producer with the maternal
title. Tess then stood erect with the infant
on her arm beside the basin, the next sister
held the Prayer-Book open before her, as the
clerk at church held it before the parson; and
thus the emotional girl set about baptizing
her child.~
As Fanny Robin and her illegitimate infant in The Madding
Crowd are laid to rest in a criminal’s grave under the
venomous gashing spout of the gurgoyle which robs it of the
flowers, so is Tess’s baby Sorrow laid to rest in “that
shabby corner àf God’s allotment where He lets the nettles
grow, and where all unbaptized infants, notorious drunkards,
suicides, and others of the conjecturally damned are laid.”2
Hardy’s complaint against the Will, reaching its climax in
Tess, is much more decided here than in his earlier novel Far
from the Madding Crowd. But it must be remembered that he is
basically critical of a society that includes those such as
the parson in Tess, who refuses to give the child a Christian
burial and to whom Tess replies: “Then I don’t like you, and
I’ll never come to your church no more!”3 Thus it is that
the infant Sorrow is released from his earthly labors, and
will not, like Tess, ask the question, “Why was I born?” It
is as though Hardy, by this act of mercy in a novel so filled
with bitterness and disillusionment, has forgotten himself,
sparing the child the fate of Jude’s first-born, Father Time.
1Thomas Hardy, Tess of the D’Urbervilles, (New York:
Dell Publishing Co., Laurel Edition, fifth printing, 1967),
p. 110. All future references to this novel are to this
edition.
____ p. 114.
3lbid., p.. 113.
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Most of Hardy’s ill—fated characters are given periods
of happiness or success in their lives like that of Michael
Henchard, whose good fortune endured for almost twenty years;
even Jude and Sue, in their clandestine relationship, have
their time of happiness. For ~i~ess it is the second phase of
her life, spent at the Talbothays Farm. The healing of her
wounded -heart and spirit in the spring and summer months com
prises one of the most beautiful episodes in the novel or
elsewhere in the Wessex novels. Shortly after the death of
her child, Tess leaves home again in search of employment
which she has learned of through the letter of a family
friend. The reviving powers of Talbothays are found in the
friendliness of Dairyman Crick and his wife, in the com
panionship of her fellow dairymaids, Retty, Izz and Mariar~,
and, most’ poignantly, in the growing attention and eventual
love of Angel dare. As’the spring and summer turn into
winter they become more and more fond of each other, and
Angel proposes marriage. This period for Tess would have
been one of complete happiness had it not been blighted by
her unfortunate earlier experiences with Alec D’Urberville,
which she cannot bring herself to confess to Angel. For
weeks she procrastinates in giving an answer to his proposal.
Finally, desperate for help, she writes a letter to her
mother, who answers very definitely that Tess is not to
reveal her past to dare. Furthermore, she reminds her
that “Many a woman--some of the Highest in the Land--hav~
had a Trouble in their time; and why should you Trumpet
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yours when others don’t Trumpet theirs? No girl should be
such a fool, especially as it is so long ago, and not your
Fault at all.”4 For a while Tess is comforted by Joan’s
words, but then the old guilt reappears when Tess and Angel,
taking a holiday to a neighboring town, run into two men,
one of whom not only recognizes her but makes an insulting
remark about her past. The result is a fist-fight between
the man and Angel, who has heard all but never suspects a
word of it. As the wedding day comes nearer, for Tess has
on a previous trip with Angel accepted his proposal, she is
now more troubled than ever by this encounter with the
Tantridge man and later is momentarily glad that Angel has
proceeded to secure a marriage license, rather than having
banns announced publicly in church, thus lessening the
chance of someone’s recognizing her name. Again with this
new fear of having her secret revealed by someone else,
she writes Joan, but this time her mother, no doubt being
exasperated by the girl’s persistence in the matter, sends
no reply. Hardy’s psychological portrayal of the mind of
young Tess, as she struggles with this agonizing problem
of self-revelation at the risk of losing Angel’s love, dis
plays his astute insight into the human emotions under the
weight of guilt. Time after time, she tells Angel that her
fellow milkmaids, Retty, Izz, and Marian, are all better than
she and that any of them should make him a better wife than
she.
4lbid., p. 219.
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Ironically, the time of Tess’s life which should have
been the happiest is the saddest. Even the incidents sur
rounding the wedding day itself create a gloomy atmosphere,
as juxtaposed to the traditional mood of happiness. On New
Year’s Eve Tess takes with her to her wedding bower the
secret that is to destroy her marriage before it really
begins. As mentioned previously, Tess, in a final effort
to relieve herself of the tremendous guilt which has bur
dened her for so long, writes a letter to Angel and slips
it under his door. As Fate would have it, her effort proves
futile; Tess discovers on the next day that the letter has
slipped under the rug and that she must now take her chances
on confessing after the wedding. Following the ceremony
Tess and Angel depart for the large farmhouse, which in
itself, with its grim old pictures of Tess’s female ancestors
adorning the walls, provides an ominous setting with little
pretense to happiness. The other incidents, the crowing of
the cock at noon as the couple leave the farm at Talbothays
earlier in the day and, Sl~ter,. the news of Retty Priddle’s
attempted suicide following the shattering of her delusive
dream-love regarding Angel Clare, both contribute to the
over-all feeling that all will not go well. “The die is
cast” for the blow which is about to descend. Tess fears
the worst from her revelation, but little does she dream
that on this night she will be pleading for death as a release
from her sorrows. Those fears which had burdened her for so
long become a reality when she makes her confession and Angel
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finds that she is not in fact the virtuous woman that he has
thought her to be. He cannot bring himself to reconcilia
tion. Her pleadings fall on deaf ears. The fact that his
confession. involves his part in a drunken spree of forty-
eight hours with a strange woman in London does not detract
from Tess’s sin in his eyes. Even when she tells him, as
Joan has told her, of other women who had shared the same
problems, her pleas are ignored. For the first time, he is
strongly aware of the gap between their backgrounds:
Don’t, Tess, don’t argue. Different
societies, different manners. You seem like
an unappreciative peasant woman who has never
initiated into the proportions of things. You
don’t know what you say.5
Still the gloomy setting prevails, prolonging the unspoken
suffering of Tess in the ensuing days pending Angel’s final
decision as to what action he must take. Tess waits for
the final verdict, hoping that he will forgive her. A few
nights after their wedding occurs the sleep-walking scene
in the Valley of the Var. dare enters his wife’s chamber,
the same one in which she had contemplated suicide under
the mistletoe that Angel had hung. Thinking that Angel has
reconsidered, Tess is happy, but quickly disillusioned when
she sees the trance-like look on his face, and she pretends
to be asleep. She becomes assured of the somnambulistic
nature of his visit when he utters the words, “Dead, dead,
dead!”6 Picking her up in his arms and bearing her down
the long staircase, Angel emerges on one of the strangest
5Ibid., p. 262.
____ p. 278.
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walks imaginable. Hardy achieves more than horror when he
allows Angel momentarily to pause on the staircase landing
as if to drop Tess and again when Angel crosses the narrow
bridge with her, a feat which, Tess recalls, requires skill,
even as she has watched the young men attempt it with diffi
culty in the broad light of day. However, willing to welcome
death in any way that Angel chooses as a means of ending the
torment which she feels responsible for inflicting on him,
she remains silent throughout the perilous walk. Her wishes
are reflected in the following passage:
If they could both fall together into the
current now, their arms would be so tightly clapsed
together that they could not be saved; they would
go out of the world almost painlessly, and there
would be no more reproach to her, or to him for
marrying her. His last half-hour with her would
have been a loving one, while if they lived till
he awoke his daytime aversion would return, and
this hour would remain to be contemplated only as
a transient dream.7
But this is not the end for Tess. Her calm, even when~
Angel i5iaces her in the A~’kO~s’S coffin and lies down, with
her, makes the whole ordeal even more ghastly. The sleep
walking scene sheds illumination not only on Angel’s true
feelings for Tess, which he has not succeeded in burying in
the subconscious mind, but it also reveals some insight into
his complex nature, which would be free of the conventions
of his upbringing but at the same time retains too much to
allow him to see Tess’s sin in its true perspectives. Car
penter comments on Clare as follows:
7lbid., p. 280.
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•Angel dare is a man pulled in different
directions by conflicting motives, and he is in some
ways the most interestifls character in the novel—— not
the most imaginative creation nor the most profound
persopality, but the most intriguing because of his
problems. Angel is obsessed with the idea of “Feminine
Purity” as any of his namesakes might be, but he is at
the same time a tationalistic skeptic lacking in compas
sion and tolerance.
Yet Angel has a genuine love for Tess which lies
beneath the conscious self. In one of Hardy’s most
bizarre scenes Angel walks.in his sleep across the Froom
River to place her in a stone coffin, obviously the act
of love and despair. Although contrived and often cen—
sured, this scene is powerfully imaginétive in its gro
tesque distortion of the ordinary and prepares the
reader fo~ Angel’ eventual realization of his true feeling
for Tess.°
Further proof of Angel’ s determinedly repressed
love for Tess is to be found in his words: “My poor,
poor Tess—— my dearest Tess! So sweet, so good, so true.”9
These words are also uttered during his sleep—walk. On
the following day the couple agree to separate for an in
definite period, Angel to go to South America until such
time as he shall make a decision and Tess to go home to
her parents. Doomed, like Jude, to wander, Tess ~for the
second time finds herself going home to a family utterly
ill—prepared and incapable of offering her any consolation.
And although it is An~el who rewo±ds Browning’s lines to
“God’s not in His Heaven, all’s wrong with the world”, it
is Tess who must pay, as, indeed, Hardy has so suitably
named this episode of her life with all of its hardships “The
8Richard 0. carpenter, Thomas Hardy (New York:
Twayne Publishers, 1964), p. 130.
9Thomas Hardy, Tess of the D’Urbervilles, p. 278.
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Woman Pays.” “When Tess had passed over the crest of the
hill he turned to go his own way, and did not know that he
loved her still.”10
As the heroine approaches the final stage of her
grueling repentance, Hardy has skillfully prepared an
environment in complete harmony with her suffering. As
she attempts to save her impoverished family from total
ruin, Tess again embarks from the home of her birth in
search of work, this time in the barren region of Flintcomb—
Ash. The Flintcomb-Ash farm is quite opposite in atmosphere
from Talbothays, both in its hardships and in the cruelty
to be inflicted upon the heroine through the constant
drudgery necessary to eke out a baresustenance from the
soil..and.throügh the cold, impersonal attitude of the
people with whom she works. Again she is joined by her
former friends of Talbothays, Marian and Izz. Kettle,
whose interpretation of the novel is that of the social
disintegration of the peasantry, comments on their situa
tion as follows:
Once again it is significant that Tess’s
fate is shared by Marion and Izz who have not
in the same way, ‘sinned’ morally, /but they
hav~7 become fully proletariani.zed, working for
wages in the hardest, most degrading conditions.
The scene at the threshing is here particularly
important, a symbol of the dehumanized relation
ships of the new capitalist farms.11
Flintcomb-Ash is indeed the “starve-acre place” that Mariane
10Ibid., p. 286.
11Arnold Kettle, An Introduction to the Dnglish Novel,
II (London: Hutchinson’s University Library, 1951), p. 51.
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had described it to be. The grim aspects of the land reflect
the similar mood of Tess as she is abandoned by Angel. Her
wanderings over the unfriendly land find parallels in the
plight of Oedipus, groping blindly over a “darkling plain.”
Nonetheless, true to her sanguine nature, Tess is not with
out hope that Angel will one day come back to her. Her
thoughts of self-destruction occur at times when she feels
that her being has complicated the lives of those she loves,
as when she confesses to Angel on her wedding day that she
would gladly drown herself to free him, or, as later, when
her family, evicted from their home, seek refuge in the
church housing the family vaults of their ancestors, Tess
reproaches herself: “She bent down upon the entrance to
the vaults and said, ‘Why am I on the wrong side of this
door? This bitter lamentation is induced by Tess s
knowledge of her utter helplessness in relieving her homeless
family from their wretched condition, and furthermore that
it is her past which has served to bring ~about some of their
past suffering as her mother dismally reflects: “Oh Tess,
what’s the use of your playing at marrying gentlemen, if it
leaves us like this”13 Moreover, she helplessly realizes
when Alec enters the church unannounced, that the family’s
only restitution will eventually lie in her accepting Alec’s
offer to become his mistress. But generally it is the
unfaltering faith that creates the pathos in the novel.
12Thomas Hardy, Tess of the D’Urbervilles, p. 408.
13Ibid., p. 406.
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In a sense this is what makes her yielding to Alec in the
end seem so unrealistic, despite the fact that she does it
to save her family. Almost as steadfast in his endurance
is her successor, Jude, who meets obstacle after obstacle,
still hopeful of a brighter tomorrow.
The unexpected return of a lover in Hardy’s novels
in more cases than one results in a murder. In an earlier
novel, Far from the Madding Crowd, the return of Troy, thought
to be drowned, culminates in Boidwood’s shooting of Troy.
In The Woodlanders Mrs. Charmond is fatally wounded by an
obscure, dejected lover known only as the gentleman from
South Carolina. The major difference between these two
novels and Tess of the D’Urbervilles is that the murders
in the earlier novels are committed by minor or inconsequen
tial characters, thus leaving room for a happy reunion
between those characters of major interest. In Tess, how
ever, the sin rests upon the heroine, thus eliminating all
hope of a happy ending. At this juncture it might become
necessary to clarify the foregoing statement concerning
happy endings, for there are no truly happy endings in the
novels of Hardy. The nearest ones approaching happiness
are Far from the Madding Crowd and The Woodlanders, but even
in these the foregoing circumstances, the death of Troy and
the threatened execution of Boidwood in the one and the
death of Giles Winterbourne in the other, are so dire as
to give the endings only superficial happiness. Again,
this blighted happiness, which is granted to Thomasin and
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Venn in The Native, barely escapes the shadows of the all too
recent death of Eustacia and Wildeve, while the thought of
Clym, half-blinded, even in his new found vocation of “itine
rant open-air preacher and lecturer on morally impeachable
subjects”, hovers like a cloud. Similarly, the only consola
tion to be found in Tess is the final wish of the heroine
that Angel’s love for her be transferred to her sister, Liza
Lu.
“Angel, if anything happens to me, will
you watch over Liza LU for my Sake?” She asked
when they had listened a long time to the wind
among the pillars.
“I will.”
“She is so good and simple and pure. 0
Angel--I wish you would marry her if you lose
me, as you will do shortly. 0, if you would!
She has all the best of me without the
bad of me, and if she were to become yours it
would almost seem as if death had not divided
us • .v 14
Again, Tess shows all the goodness and unselfishness that she
has always possessed, even now, at Stonehenge, when she knows
that death is not far away for her. How, then are we to
interpret the novel? Did Hardy intend it as a protest against
the social injustices of his time, or did he simply intend it
to be read as a fictional history of “a pure woman”? Irving
Howe asserts that “What matters in Tess of the D’Urbervilles,
what pulses most strongly and gains our deepest imaginative
complicity, is the figure of Tess herself.”15
~~4Ibid., p. 443.
~-5Irving Howe, Thomas Hardy, (New York: Macmillan,
1967), p. 130. -
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The final scenes make use of structural details worth
our mentioning in relation to Hardy’s architecture. Iron
ically, with the death of John D’Urbeyfield, a man of little
moral strength, the family loses its last stronghold and
Tess goes to Alec as a final resort. She is at Sandbourne
with Alec in a rented apartment on an upper floor when Angel
returns. The purpose of the upper chamber in this scene is
clear enough, for following the fatal stabbing of Alec the
landlady, Mrs. Brooks, first notices a spot on the ceiling
which increases from the “size of a wafer to the palm of her
hand.”16 Tensely curious, she wipes it with her fingers and
discovers it to be blood. This scene, says Rutland, is “Alto
gether inferior to the rest of the book and bears unfortunate
traces of Hardy’s early training in the melodramatic mystery
novel.” He goes on to point out the improbability of the
blood soaking through both arnattreasand a ceiling. Here we
are to be reminded again of Hardy’s feelings against the
novel in which “nothing happens~’ and his ‘passion for the
unusual and unexpected. One explanation lies in the serial
ization of the novel, a pressure which would lend itself to
the day-to-day agitated interest of the reading public.
There is grim irony in the fact that Tess finds happiness
during the last few days of her life, spent in the dark old
mansion with the “old—fashioned furniture, crimson hangings,
~-6Thomas Hardy, Tess of the D’Urbervilles, p. 429.
17William R. Rutland, Thomas Hardy: A Study of His
Writings and Their Background (New York: Russell & Russell
1962, p. 236.
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and an enormous four—post bedstead, along the head of
which were carved running figures, apparently Atalanta’s
race.~8
There are some critics, such as Dorothy Van G-hent,
who view Tess’s stabbing of the false D’Urberville as a
natural response in an effort to avenge herself on Alec.
If both Alec and Angel are spiritually
impotent in their separate ways, Tess is finally
creative by the only measure of the revenge
instinct, by which she joins an innumerable
company of folk heroines who stabbed and were
hanged--the spectacular but still the anony
mous and common circumstances and common re—
~ponses, which we, as habitual readers of
newspaper crime headlines, find unthinkingly,
so shocking to our delicate notions of what
is “natural”. That she goes, in her symbolic
wanderings at the end to Stonehenge is an
inevitable symbolic going~—as all going and
doing are symbolic——for it is here that the
earthiness of her state is best recognized,
by the monoliths of Stonehenge, and that the
human dignity of her last gesture has the most
austere recognition, by the ritual sacrifices
that have been made on these stones.’9
Hardy’s use of architecture in Jude is r~flected in
the hero’s occupation, that one stone—masonry, which is
the art of his apprenticeship as well as of his later years
in Christminster and the other towns in which he works.
Jude without its architectural background of monumental
buildings would be like Tess with no earth. The artistry
of Ju~ not only lays the framework for the action, but it
18Thomas Hardy, Tess of the D’Urbervi , p. 456.
19Dorothy Van G-hent, “On Tess of the D’Urbervilles”,
in Twenti
vilT~~ b~Albert J. LaValley ~nglewood Cliffs,
New Jersey: Prentice—Ha~-l, 1969), p. 61.
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is almost as symbolically significant as Egdon Heath to The
Return of the Native. The stone-cold imagery is reflective
of the cold reception that Jude is always to receive at
Christminster; again it symbolizes the thwarting of every
thing good that he tries to achieve. The austerity and
greatness which envelop the intellectual nucleus never cease.
to amaze Jude, if only to loom above, isolate and obscure
him. Like Kafka’s Joseph K., Jude is confronted with too
many closed doors and incongruities in life. Indeed, Hardy,
in endowing one man with so many defeats, gravitates beyond
the absurd. Jude’s plight might well prelude the cries of
the twentieth-century E~cistentialists, who ask: How
important is man as an individual in an all—judging and
condemnatory world? Richard C. Carpenter, in commenting
on the novel, says:
The novel is well—named. Jude is “obscure’~
both in that he is a mere working man of no social
position and in that he does not understand him
self. nor the forces at work in his life. It is a
gritty book, where the stone dust that is the work
of Jude’s trade is a pervasive motif that gets in
our teeth and eyes.2°
The basic plot scructure involves the story of Jude
Fawley, who is orphaned at an early age and appears at the
beginning of the novel as a boy of eleven who lives with a
maiden aunt, Drucilla Fawley. She constantly reminds the boy
of his uselessness and the unnecessary burde.n which he is to
her. From the beginning, Jude’s ambition is to enter the
city of Christminster, the center of culture and intellect.
20Richard C. Carpenter, Thomas Hardy, p. 139.
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His early motivation toward this goal has been in part an
idolization of Richard Phillotson, a schoolmaster of Mary-
green, who had gone to Christminster. Jude’s great respect
for Phillotson had inspired him to center his ambition on
the same city. As he delivers the bread from his aunt’s
bakery, he reads the classics in preparation for his later
years. When he becomes of age he apprentices himself to a
stonemason in the nearby town of Aldbrickham. It is during
a weekend journey home to Marygreen that he first encounters
Arabella Donn, glimpsed with some, girl companions who are
washing pigs’ intestines in a stream. A hasty courtship
follows during which Arabella tricks Jude into marriage on
pretense of pregnancy.
This marriage, built on falsehood, soon ends when
Jude discovers that he has been taken in and that there is
to be no child. That Jude and Arabella are incompatible in
their marriage is very dramatically enacted in the pig-
killing scene, of which more will be said later. With
the dissolution of his marriage Arabella departs for
Australia, where she is later to be married, and Jude
is free to pursue his dream of entering Christminster.
His dreams from the beginning are crushed when he learns
that he cannot be accepted because of his poverty. He is
sadly disappointed, and resorts to heavy drinking. Already,
while waiting to hear from the college deans to whom he
addressed letters of admission, he has found work in.
masonry to sustain himself. His situation takes on a
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more cheerful aspect as he plans to prepare himself for the
clergy in lieu. of his first great aim. Nonetheless, as Fate
would have it, he learns of the presence of his cousin Sue
Bridehead in the same city and does not rest until he meets
her, although his aunt has warned him against such a meeting.
Their meeting marks the death of Jude’s second ambition, for
he is to fall desperately in love with Sue. She is more
than a fascinating personality, and has been the subject of
numerous critics of Hardy. No doubt she is the most compli
cated of his heroines. She is obsessed by a strange psy
chological aversion according to which she attracts men,
but then refuses to yield physically. Her earlier experience
has been with a Christminster undergraduate with whom she
lived for fifteen months, but whose mistress she refused to
become. The man died, supposedly of heartbreak. Both
because of the taint of an old family curse existing among
the Fawleys with regards to marriage, and because of Jude’s
former marriage to Arabella, Jude and Sue are never married.
On the very day on which Sue and Jude meet she reveals
her intentions of going away. Anxious to keep her with him,
Jude secures for her a positon as assistant school mistress
in the school where Phillotson is the master. Later, wishing
to expand her training, Sue leaves to enter a training school
at Meichester. Although Richard Phillotson is about twenty
years her senior, he grows very fond of her and they estab—
lish a rather unofficial engagement. She meets Jude fre
quently, and once while she and Jude are spending a holiday.
9]-
together they miss the train back to Meichester; owing to
the lateness of the hour they are obliged to spend the night
with a cottager and his wife. Although this absence has
been spent quite innocently, Sue is placed under restrictions
when she returns, and that night she escapes and crosses a
stream to reach Jude’s apartment, where she spends the night.
To save her reputation from idle gossip emanating from the
events surrounding her escape from the school, she marries
Phillotson; however, discovering later that she cannot yield
to~her husband, she leaves him to go to Jude. The far more
important reason for her parting from her beloved cousin,
however has been the disclosure of his unhappy marriage with
Arabella, from which he has not been legally freed, and of
which he feels morally obligated to tell Sue. It is only
after Sue’s marriage to Phillotson that Jude learns of
Arabella’s bigamous union with Cartlett. in Australia, a
union which never would have been allowed had the facts of
Jude’s marriage to Arabella been known in Australia.
Although Sue leaves Phillotson to live with Jude, she
refuses to become his mistress until her position is threat
ened by the return of Arabella. Rather than lose him to her,
Sue yields. They make several attempts to marry, but each
time lose courage, being haunted by the old family myth and
by the fear that their love will die if bound by the laws of
matrimony. Out of their clandestine relationship are born
two children. They are suddenly surprised by a letter from
Arabella, stating that she has sent to Jude the son conceived
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of their brief marriage. The child, whose existence had been
unknown to Jude before now, has been living with Arabella’s
parents, but now has become burdensome to them. The boy is
called Little Father Time because of his unusual insight into
the sorrows and suffering of the world. He is more of a
symbol than a child. Hardy says that Father Time was
Age masquerading as Juvenility and doing
it so bladly that his real self showed through
the crevices. A ground—swell from ancient years
of night seemed now and then to lift the child
in this his morning-—life, when his face took
a back view over some great Atlantic of Time,
appeared not to care about what it saw.21-
Sue becomes very fond of this strange child, adopting him as
her own. The period immediately following the child’s coming
is perhaps their happiest, but then Jude becomes ill and,
primarily owing to their unorthodox relationship, he is
unable to find work. Returning to Christminster on Remem
brance Day, he stands outside in a rain, and, in a talk that
starts off as a conversation with his former fellow—masons,
is inspired to speak of all of his past failures and struggles
encountered at Christminster. Far more than that of Jude, it
is the voice of Hardy, undisguised, reflecting on all of the
evils and discrepancies of Victorian English society.
I perceive there is something wrong some
where in our social formulas. What it is can
only be discovered by men or women with greater
• insight than mine--if indeed, they ever discover
it, at least in our time.22
21Thomas Hardy, Jude the Obscure, New York: The New
American Library, Inc., •A Signet Classic, 1961), p. 272.
____ p. 321.
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Under the further despairing circumstances of~ not being
able to find lodgings for the whole family, Sue unconsciously
overburdens the “too wise child” with the knowledge of another
child to come. He replies with child-like naivity, but with
an almost Maithusian. impact:
“0 God, Mother, you’ve never a—sent for
another; and such trouble with what you’ve got
0 you don’t care, you don’t” he cried in
bitter reproach. “How ever could you, Mother,
be wicked and cruel as this, when you needn’t
have done it till we was better off, and Father
well! To bring .us all into more trouble! No
room for us, and Father a—forced to go away,
and us soon! . . . ‘Tis done o’ purpose——’tis!”
He walked up and down sobbing.23
Sue is later to regret this conversation for the rest of her
life. The next morning, upon looking into the little closet-
like roomthat had served as a bedroom for the children, she
finds them all hanging from nails with a piece of box—cord
around their necks. That the deed had been done by Father
Time and, furthermore, that it was a sequel to last night’s
bitter reflections is testified by the horrid note: “Done
because we are too menny.”24 During the night following the
funeral, Sue is delivered of a still-born child. She now
believes that she has been punished by the death of the
children and that reparation can only be achieved through
her reunion with her lawful husband, although she still loves
Jude.
Sue’s return to Phillotson marks a decisive road of
decline for jude, hastened no doubt by his reversion to
23Ibjd., p. 328.
241b1d., p. 331.
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alcohol and by the reappearance of Arabella, flow widowed.
As Fate would have it, Arabella, as usual makes her return
when Jude is at his lowest in spirits. Using all of her
old charms and tactics, she is determined to have him
back. She persuades her father to make room for them in
the quarters above his butcher shop. She immerses him in
a shower of alcoholic inebriety, making him oblivious
to anything but more drink. If it is possible that
Arabella’s former actions have lef1~ any doubts as to the
depths to which she can descend, her final ensnarement of
Jude will fully bring her capabilitie~ to light. Carpenter,
in describing Arabella, says:
She is the most thoroughly established,
crudest, most animalistic woman in Hardy’s work
——almost as if he were determined to show that
this side of life is ugly and detestable. She
is false in appearance and affection, from the
artificially produced dimple to her ~aony switch
of hair, from her initial ensnarement of Jude
to her final ensnarement of him into a second
marriage.25
Following their second marriage, Jude becomes seri
ously ill, staying in bed with occasional nursing attention
from Arabella, who is none too pleased that her luck has
turned awry, Jude is constantly thinking of Sue; Arabella
detects this, and even volunteers to post a letter to ~ier.
Jude feverishly awaits Sue’s arrival, for he does ~beljeve
that she will come, Finally it occurs. to him that Arabella’s
letter has not been posted, and, strengthened by his desire
to see Sue once more, he summons the courage to make the
~ C. Carpenter, Thomas Hardy, p. 146.
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journey in a driving rain. The sight of Jude in his weakened
state constitutes one of the most heart—rending scenes in the
novel. Churches are important in the setting of Jude, for it
is in a church that Jude meets Sue for the last time.
“No--let me make my last appeal. Listen
to this! We’ve both remarried out of our senses.
I was made drunk to do it. You were the same.
I was gin—drunk; you were creed—drunk. Either
form of intoxication takes away the nobler
vision. . . . Let us shake off our mistakes,
and run away together!”26
But Su&s reply is bound by her loyalt~’ to Phillotson, if only
by the act of atonement for which she had remarried him.
“No; again no!. . . Why do you tempt me
so for, Jude! It is too merciless! . . . But
I’ve got over myself now. Don’t follow me——
don’t look at me. Leave me, for pity’s sake~”27
The sad figure of Jude retreating, wrapped up in his
blanket and wracked by a resounding cough, does not look
back. lie has made his last journey home. In his last
delirious days he is visited by the Widow Edlin, a family
friend who has stood by him and Sue/through many harrowing
circumstances. She informs Jude. that Sue has of late become
Phillotson’s wife in more than name only. Sue, who inherits
Henchard’s need for atonement, has been brought around by the
guilt of having kissed Jude on their last meeting. However,
her swearing on the New Testament that she will not see Jude
again is an act of superfluity, for Jude, who is weakened by
the knowledge that Sue has yielded herself to Phillotson,
dies shortly afterward, alone in the little apartment
26Thomas Hardy, Jude the Obscure, p. 385.
27Ibid
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shared by him and Arabella, while Arabella joins some of
Jude’s friends at the boat races, a part of the celebrations
of Remembrance Week at Christminster. indeed, retaining
all of her old lust for practicality, Arabella is in search
of new game, this time in the person of the quack doctor
Vilbert. Entering the house, and discovering that Jude
is dead, she hesitates. only a moment before joining Jude’s
friends. At the inquiry of the men, regarding Jude’s
health, she says, ~o yes~-he is sleeping quite sound.’~28
That Hardy should have chosen this single novel to produce
two of the strangest women of his works, Sue the most coxp
plex and Arabella the most despicable, is indicative of the
two forces towards which Jude must gravitate.
As in Tess, Hardy skillfully combines disillusionment
with setting to enhance the sufferir~j of the protagonist.
In Jude there is an additional element of irony, such as
the scene involving the hanging of the children. While
they wait for the coroner to arrive for the inquest, the
sound of the organist practicing “Truly God is Loving to
Isreal” floats through the open window. Similarly, in the
final scene, as Mrs. Edlin and Arabella stand around the
corpse of Jude, they hear the cheers of the crowd as doctors
confer honorary degrees on the Duke of Hamptonshire. The
irony, of course, lies in the fact that Jude, whose whole
life has been spent in the pursuit of an education at
Christininster, has never been allowed to earn a degree.
28Ibid p. 400.
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Jude, like Tess, is a wanderer. Although he travels
to Shaston, Aldbrickham, Meichester and back to his native
Marygreen, he is, as if by some unseen force, both tragic and
dramatic, drawn to Christminster as the center of educational
ambition and as a final resting place. It is at Christminster,
a city of t~domes, pinnacles, and towers,~ that Jude first
meets Sue. Among the crumbling ruins and lichen—covered
buildings he finds work, as he is content to employ himself
at almost any job available, even the lettering of tombstones
and monuments. Christminster harbors striking incongruities
between Christian and pagan art, corruption and intolerance,
poverty and intellect. Jude has set his hopes on a goal as
dim as his first view of Christminster as he saw it from
the old Brown House, through the !!glow_fog~ of a setting
sun. When Jude first meets Sue she is fascinatingly engaged
in the ecclestiastical art of illuminating church texts. At
the same time, she is inclined toward heathen art, as is
evidenced by her purchase of the white plaster-figures of
Venus and Apollo. Later she is to work with Jude as a
skilled assistant.
Another device skillfully utilized in Jude is that of
imagery, among which is the cross, symbolizing the importance
of martyrdom in the novel. For example, when Jude first
meets Sue it is at the “Spot of the Martyrdoms”, and she
tells him, “1 am not going to meet you just there, for the
first time in my life! Come further on.”29
p. 102.
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Perhaps no other phrase in the novel better symbolizes
the road of martyrdom which Jude is to tread. Again, when
her children are hanged Sue is to prostrate herself under the
cross in the empty church of St. Silas.
Naturally enough, Arabella in more than one instance
is associated with either the preparation or selling of
pork. When Jude first sees her she and some girl companions
are washing pigs’s intestines in a sream. Flirtatiously,
she throws the pigs’ pizzle at him, and with this incident
Jude is artfully drawn into the courtship and marriage of
Arabella. During the early days of ~.heir marriage they
arise in mid—winter to perform the task of butchering their
only pig, a task much dreaded by Jude. Arabella is nà
amateur at the job, being the daughter of a pig farmer.
She insists that the job must be done slowly, so as to
get the most profits from the pork. Jude, whose soft—
hearted nature will not allow him to inflict a slow,
lengthy suffering on the poor animal, sticks it instantly,
thus inciting a flood of abuse from ~iis wife. He has
already been moved to discover that Arabella has been
starving the pig for the last day so as to “save bother
with the innerds.”3° The following is an excerpt from
this scene.
“Upon my soul I would sooner have gone
without the pig than to do this!” said Jude.
“A cre&ture I have fed with my own hands.”
“Don’t be such a tender—hearted fool!
There’s the sticking knife--the one with the
point. Now whatever you do, dont stick un
too deep.”
30Ibid., p. 67.
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“I’ll stick him effectually, so as to make
short work of it. That’s the chief thing.~
‘~You must not!” she cried. “The meat
must be well bled, and to do that he must die
slow.”
“He shall not be half a minute if I can
help it, however the meat may look,” said Jude
determinely. Scraping the bristles from the
pig’s upturned throat, as he~:had seen the
butchers do, he slit the fat, then plunged
in the knife with all his might.
“od damn it all!” she cried “that ever
I should say it! You’ve over-stuck Un! and I
telling you all the time——
“Do be quiet, Arabella, and have a little
pity on the creature!”31
Grimsdjtch views the scene as follows:
The horrible pig-killing scene has a deep
significance through• the strcnq light it throws
on the incompatibility between husband and wife.
The man, who as a boy has relelled against bird
scaring, from a feeling that the birds have a
right to eat, is no mate for a woman who insi~ts
on a lingering death for the pig in order that
the meat might bring an extra shilling a score.
A symbol may be traced, too, in the final scene
of their quarrel: the smearing of Jude’s beloved
classics by Arabella’s greasy fingers is symbol
ical of the smirching of his whol~ life by her
low, stolid, soulless~
A claustrophobic little closet provides the setting
for the hangings of Little Father Time. Although Hardy covers
the scene in a few paragraphs, the impression of the three
little corpses is lasting. The utter pathos is bound up in
Sue’s grief, in her alternations between sanity and delirium,
and, finally, in her rising from her bed, unknown to the
31Ib~~. 68.
32Herhert B. Grimsditch, Character and Environment
in the Novels of Thomas Hardy (New York: Russell & Russell,
1962), p. 156.
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others, and rushing to the grave of her children, in her
everyday dress of red and brown, which she has not thought
to exchange for one of mourning. Pitifully, she pleads
with the grave digger to grant her one last look at the
faces of her babies. It is only when Jude arrives that
she allows herself to be persuaded away. Her anguish and
grief is continued throughout her listless nocturnal wander
ings, whióh ultimately lead to her prostration beneath the
cross in St. Silas’.
In spite of the general concession of pessimism in
Jude the Obscure, there is nevertheless more .hope than in
Tess. From Jude’s stifled ambitions and grueling experi
ences emanate a better prospect through an enlightened
generation with regard both to the problems of divorce
and to education. Jude himself says: ‘~I hear that soon
there is going to be a better chance for such helpless
students as I was. There are schemes afoot for making the
university less exclusive, and extending its influence. I
don’t know much about it. And it is too late, too late for
me! Ah——and for how many worthier ones before rae!’~33
Unlike Joseph K. and other typical anti-heroes,
Hardy’s characters are at all times completely conscious
of their doings, though their lives may be tossed and driven
by Fate. Even Jude is able to attribute most of his troubles
tQ his two arch—enemies, alcohol and a weakness for women.
As we capitalize on these most deplorable scenes of Hardy’s
33momas Hardy, Jude the Obscure, p. 393..
• k I~~I ~I~hIi 0~11
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great novel, that with which he terminated his enormous
prose production before giving all of his time to poetry,
it is possible that little hope will be extracted. But
it is the hope that Jude predicts through an enlightened
generation that will outweigh Little Father Tim&s bitter
appraisal of life: ‘~I should like the flowers very much
if I didn’t keep on thinking they’d be all withered in a
“34few days!
34Ibid., p. 293.
CONCLUS ION
In studying the works of an author whose output
includes a massive production, such as that of Shakespeare,
Dickens, Eliot or Hardy, one becomes acutely conscientious
of parallel structure, general technique in plot arrangement,
kinship in characterization, and philosophical theme.
Such is the case that one encounters in studying
Hardy’s prose. Architectonically, I have tried to point
out similar techniques in six of Hardy’s novels. The most
dominant of these include chance, coincidence and love
entanglements. The former are what Hardy describes in his
later novels, as the Immanent Will. As much as has been
written about Hardy’s pessimism, most of his novels envision
some hope, even the two most bitter indictments against
society, Tess and Jude.
In comparing philosophical themes, in the novels it
is interesting to note Hardy’s progressive pattern toward
what he called Evolutionary Meliorism. There is a marked
change from the rather optimistic note in Far from the
Madding Crowd to the famous phrase in Tess: “The President
of the Irnmortals had ended his sport with Tess.” Between
these two extremes there are novels with the semi—happy
endings such as those of The Return of the Native, The Mayor
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of Casterbridge and The Woodlanders, but as shown previously,
this happiness has been secured at such great expense that
the ultimate prospect of true happiness is blighted.
Most critics concede Hardy’s ability in the character
protrayal of women to be superior to his portraiture of men.
Also as stated previously, most of the males of Hardy’s
novels lack the fortitude and ambition of his women. The
males are generally grouped in cat~gcrtes ~similár to the
following: the patient abiders, who wait for their chance
of happiness--Gabriel Oak, Diggory Venn and Giles Winter
borne, and possibly Jude, although the latter shows far more
strength of character than the other three; the villains
Edred Fitzpiers, Frank Troy and Elec D’Urberville.. In the
more aggressive category loom Michael Henchard, with none
other approaching him. As we have seen, he combines a
vibrant personality, which usually brings out the most
animal qualities in man, with a gentler side that counter-
acts his evil intentions. Other ambitious men of a some
what milder degree are Clym Yeobright, Angel Clare and Jude.
Again, it must be stressed that Hardy’s males, like any other
characters in a novel, are governed by the circumstances and
environment in which they live. Thus if Jude, with all of
his thirst for knowledge, does not compare with Henchard as
a fighter, it is because the two men are not endowed with
the same degree of resistance and are not beset by problems
of the same nature. With Jude the problems are those of
social opposition and personal weakness. In Henchard the
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problem is primarily that of atoning for an old sin and
battling its retributive results.
In some novels character is dominant, as in The
Mayor of Casterbridge, Tess of the D’Urbervilles and Jude
the Obscure. In other novels the environment is so strong
that the characters are subjugated by its influence. Such
is the case in The Return of the Native. Although two
memorable characters, Clym Yeobright and Eustacia Vye,
appear in this novel, the main attraction is on the setting
of Egdon Heath.
Generally Hardy’s women can be categorized in a
somewhat similar manner. The quiet, unaggressive ones
are Thomasin Yeobright, Marty South and Elizabeth-Jane
Newsome. The more aggressive, but at the same time admir
able, ones are Bathsheba Everdene, Tess and Sue Bridehead.
It can be seen that each of these women possess distinct
capabilities and personalities. None of the others are
as complicated as Sue Bridehead. Tess is placed in this
group by virtue of her endurance of physical hardships.
A final category includes a group of coquettes, all
of foreign background: Felice Charmond, Lucetta Le Sueur,
and by virtue of kinship to these two with regard to her
restless nature might also be included Eustacia Vye. At
the same time she is akin to the Bathsheba, Tess, and Sue
group because of her passionate nature. Her more dominant
role in The Return of the Native furthermore characterizes
her portrayal in bolder outlines than either Felice or Lucetta.
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Thus the techniques that characterize the novels
of Hardy are varied and masterfully drawn. After reading
Jude the Obscure, his greatest and also his final novel,.
one is inclined to agree with A. Alvarez in the following
statement which so aptly summarizes Hardy’s achievement
as a novelist: “But I wonder if Hardy was not being
slightly disingenuous when he claimed that the treatment
of the book by popular reviewers had turned him, for good,
from the novel to poetry. After Jude the Obscure there was
no other direction in which he could go.”1
‘A. Alvarez, “Jude the Obscure,” in Hardy: A Collec
tion of Critical Essays, p. 122.
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